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LES raOIES SAYANTES
ACT I
Scene 1
AJmande, Henriette
Armande
WhatI Sister, is it possible that you are thinking of marrjring, and
there'by renouncing the charming title of maiden? Oan you really enter
tain such an ordinary thought?
Henriette
Yes, sister.
Armande
Ah I That "yes" is intolera'ble! Could any one hear it without "being
sick at heart?
Henriette
My dear sister, what in the world is there al^oat marriage which
causes you.
.
.
Armande
Goodness gracious, for shame
t
Henriette
"Why, what do you mean?
Armande
For shame I I tell you. Do you not understand how distastefVil such a
word sounds as soon as I hear it? How it shocks the imagination! T'Jhati
a low trend it gives to the thoughts! Doesn't it fairly make you
shudder? Has the word no effect upon your feelings?

2Henriette
I see the effect of that' word v/hen I think of a hus"band
,
children, a
household. If I may reason alDOut it, I see nothing in it -jhich can
shock your sense of right and cause you to shudder.
Arroande
Mercy, could you "be satisfied with such attachments?
Henriette
And, at my age, what "better can one do than marry a man who loves jox
and whom you love; and fron\ this union, filled with happiness, enjoy
the pleasures of an innocent life? Hasn't a suita'ble marriage some
attractions?
Armande
Good gracious I What inferior ideas you have I 7Jhat a small part you
play in the world vv'hen you confine yourself to household affairs, anc
catch a glimpse of no more pleasures more touching than an idol of
a hus"band and "brats of children! Leave such "base pleasures as that to
lower, more common people; lift your desires to something higher;
partake of more elevating enjoyments; and "by treating contemptuously
your feelings and all material things, devote yourself entirely to
the cultivation of your mind. Eight "before you you have your mother
as an example of how a savant is honored everyv;here. Try, as I have,
to prove yourself worthy of "being her dau/^hter; aspire to the "bril-
liancy which is in our family; "be sensitive to the delightful charms
which the love of study pours into our soul. Instead of "being a
slave to the authority of a man, my dear sister, marry philosophy,
which elevates one far alDove the human race iind gives a"bsolute au-
thority to reason, putting the animal in us under its lav;s and sup-
pressing our coarser instincts. These are the lofty inspirations, the

3delightful attractions which ought to occupy the moments of our lives
The cares with v;hich so many women are preoccupied seem to me the
worst of folly.
Henriette
Heaven, whose command v/e see is omnipotent, appoints each of us for a
diff'erent service. Every hximan "being is not destined to "be a philos-
opher. Even though your mind is fitted for the noTole speculations to
which savants aspire, mine is made to go slov;ly and to confine itself
to lesser cares. Let us not disturlD Heaven's righteous lav/s, Txit let
each of us follow her o^m instinct. Through the impulses of your great
and no"ble nature, you may live in the lofty regions of philosophy,
whilst I, remaining here "below, will taste of Hjoaen's joys. Thus, in
our different purposes, "both of us may imitate our mother; jrou on the
part of the mind and no"ble aspirations; I, on the part of feelings
and ordinary pleasures; you in the working of intellect and knowledge
I, dear sister. In those things which are material.
Armande
TUDien one pretends to folloxv the example of another, it is the no"ble
characteristics that must "be imitated. Sister, you must not take your
mother for a model in every little detail.
Henriette
You would not "be ,7hat you "boast of if my mother had had only these
lofty chjaracteristics. It is fortunate for you that her no'ble nature
has not alv/ays applied itself to philosophy. Pray, tolerate me, "by a
little kindness, the low traits to which you are inde"bted for your
existence; in wishing others to imitate you, do not crush some lit-
;
tie savant who wants to come into the world.

4Arraande
I see that you cannot "be cured of your foolish o"bstinacy to laarry;
"but, I "beg of you, let us know whom you are considering; you surely
can not mean Clitandre?
Henriette
And why not? Is he lacking in any merit? Is he not a worthy choice?
Armande
MaylDe: "but it would "be dishonest to want to carry off another's con-
quest; and, "besides, people are not ignorjint of the fact that Oli-
tancire has openly aspired to my hand.
Henriette
Yes, "but all this aspiring for your h£ind is in vain; you do not stooj
to human coarseness; you are renouncing marriage forever, and philos-
ophy has possession of all your affections. So, having no liking for
Clitandre yourself, what difference can it make to you if some one
else does care for him?
Armande
A person may "be high minded and yet enjoy the sv7eet things of life.
You may refuse to marry a meritorious man whom you are very glad to
have as an admirer.
Henriette
I have not prevented him from continuing to admire j^ou. I have simplj
taken at your refusal , the love which he has just offered to me
.
Armande
But, tell me, pray, do you feel perfect confidence in the vows of a
piqued lover ? Do you "believe his ardor for you to "be very fer\^ent;
that all his love for me is dead ?
Henriette
He tells me so and I "believe him.

6Armande
My dear sister, "be not so confident; "be assured that when he forsakes
me and adores you, he is not considering it v/ell and may "be deceiving
himself.
Henriette
I do not knov/, I am sure, "but if you v/ish, it is very easy to o'btain
light on the sul^ject. I see him coming no^r; he will "be a"ble to give
us full information a"bout the matter.
Scene II
Olitandre, Arraande, Henriette
Henriette
To relieve me of a dou'bt in V7hich my sister casts me , unfold your
heart to her and to me, Olitandre. Eeveal its depths and let us know
which of us has the right to claim your affections.
Armande
No , no , I do not v;tmt to demand an explanation from you . I spare
people for I know hov; em^barassing such an open confession would "be.
Olitandre
No, miss, my heart, which conceals little, feels no restraint
in making a frank confession; such a step causes me no emMrassment
.
I will admit, freely and sincerely, that the tender ties "by which I
am "bound, my love and my vov7S all "belong to Henriette. Do not let
this confession distur^b you in the least; "because you have willed it
so. I was captivated "by your charms; my tender longing has well
proved to you the fervor of my love. I was consecrating an inimortal
love to you; you did not "believe your triumph sufficiently great.

6I have endured rnuch scorn under the sulojection of your eyes; they
used to reign in absolute tyranny over my soul. But, wearied "by so
much torture , I sought for more humane conquerors and less rigid
claims. Madam, I have found them in these eyes whose flashes v^ill
ever "be dear to me; with a look of pity they have dried my tears ajid
scorned not the refusal of your channs. Such unusual kindness has so '
touched my heart that there is nothing which can loose me from their
"bonds. I "beseech you. Madam, make no effort to recall a heart that
would rather die than "break a "bond so sweet.
Armande
Ah I Sir, how do you know that I have any such desire, and that
after all, any one cares so much for you? I thirik you yerj amusing to
imagine such a thing. Indeed, you are very impertinent to say it to
me.
Henriette
Gently, dear sister, Pray where is the ethics v/hich knows so
well hov; to control the animal nature and to withhold cinger?
Armande
Since you speak to me of it, tell nie wherein you practice it,
in responding to an affection v/ithout the permission of your parents?
Know that duty su"bmits you to their laws; that "by their consent only
are you permitted to love; that they have a"bsolute authority over
your heart and that it is wicked to dispose of it yourself.
Henriette
Thank you very much for teaching me the ways of duty so well,
I wish to act according to your teaching, and to convince you that I
profit "by it, you vdll please take care, litandre, to support your
affection for me "by my parents* consent; o"btain rightful power over
my love and there'by give me the means of loving you.

7I
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Olitandre
I am going to them resolved to do my "best. I was only waiting
for your sweet consent.
Armande
You glory in it, sister, and seem to imagine that I am dis-
pleased.
Henriette
I ? Not at all, I kno?/ that the laws of justice are always all-
powerful in your mind; that T3y the lessons which prudence teaches,
you are far alcove such a weakness. Tar from suspecting you of any
displeasure, I think that in this case you vvill "be v/illing to use
your Influence in my l)ehalf "by supporting his request ("by your) and
with a few words hasten the happy moment of our marriage. I "beseech
you to do it . .
,
Armande
Your little mind is inclined to Joke, and jrou seem very proud
of a heart which is thrust upon you.
Henriette
Thrown away
,
though it "be , this heart
,
you fain would have it
,
and if your eyes could win it "back, they would. easily take the trou"b-
le«
Armande
I shall not deign to answer that. I shall not listen to such
stupid talk,
Henriette
.
It is very kind in you, and you certainly show great moderation

8Scene III
Olitandre, Henriette
Henrietta
Your sincere avo^vml surprised her very much,
Olitandre
She well deserves such frankness; her foolish pride at least,
merits my sincerity. But, since I may, I am going to your father...
Henriette
The surest way is to v;in over my mother. My father is very easy
tempered; he does not rely much on his own decision. Heaven has "be-
stowed on him a certain kindness of soul, which undenialDly suT^jects
him to whatever his v/ife wishes. It is she who rules. In an a"bsolute
tone she dictates as law what she herself has decided upon. I confess
I should like you to he a little more complaisant toward her and to
my aunt; "by flattering their extravagant ideas you might attract to
jyourself the warmth of their esteem.
^
Olitandre
My heart is naturally so frank that I never was ahle to flatter
their nature as seen in your sister. Learned vj-omen are not to my
taste. I approve of a v/oman having some kno:^ledge of everything, "but
I do not want her to have the disagreeahle desire to make herself
learned, simply to he learned, ivhen questions are asked I like her to
know hov/ to he ignorant of things which she really does knov;. In fact
hy her study I want her to conceal herself and to have the learning
without wishing others to know it, without quoting authors; without
making use of "big words and without trying to he witty in every
trifling remark. I respect your mother very much, "but I cannot entire
ly approve of her fanciful ideas and make myself her echo in the
t
I—
~~ ^ ~—~~—^—~~~~
praises ;7hicli she sings to her clever heros. Her friend.
,
Trissotin,
vexes me, and "bores me. It makes me angry that she esteems such a man
that she ranks among great and fine minds, a simpleton, v/hose -v^^it-
ings are hissed at every where; a pedant whose liheral pen kindly
furnishes paper for the entire market,
Henriette
All of his writings and remarks are tiresome to me. I, too, am
of your opinion, "but since he influences my mother so much you must
force i/ourself to "be complaisent. Where his heart is there a lover
does homage; he tries to win the favor of everybody; in order that
nothing may oppose his passion, he even endeavors to make a friend of
the house dog.
Clitandre
Yes, you are right; "but this man Trissotin deeply angers me .
Even to gain her approval, I cannot consent to dishonor myself "by
lauding his works. It is through them that he first appeared to me.
I knew him "before I ever saw him. T saw everjrv/here in the jumhle of
7;ritings which he gives to us that which reveals his pedantic self: j
the constant hei^lit of his presumption, his "bold conceit, that idle
state of extreme confidence, which renders him so selfsatisfied at
all times and which causes him constantly to appreciate his own merit
so that he is so pleased himself with everything that he incites. He
vrould not .vish to change his fame for all the honors of an army gener
al.
Henriette
You must have good eyes to see all that.
Clitandre
It extended even to his very face. By the verses ?7hich he hurls
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at us, I saw hov; he must appear. I had guessed all of his features so
well that one day meeting a man in the Palais I wagered that it was
Trissotin himself, and I actually found that I was not mistaken.
Henriette
What a story!
Clitandre
No, I am telling the truth. But here comes your aunt. Pray, let
me nov; tell our secret to her, and win her favor.
Scene IV
Clitandre, Belise
Olitandre
Permit a lover to take the opportunity of this happy moment to
speak to you, madame , and to declare to you his sincere love
Belise
Ah! take care; "be careful to confess to me too freely. If I
have succeeded in putting you in the ranks among my lovers "be content
to let your eyes interpret for you: explain in no other language the
desires v;hich are repulsive to me; love me; sigh for my charms, "but
never let me know it. So long as you confine yourself to sweet looks,
I can "be "blind to your hidden love; "but if you ever attempt to men-
tion it, you must leave my pi^sence forever.
Clitandre
Do not "be alamed at my heart's desire: Henriette is the one
who charmes me.l ardently come to "beseech your kindness in seconding
my love for her attractions.
Belise
Ah! certainly the ruse is very clever I confess. This cunning
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evasion deserves my praise; in all the novels /hich I have read, I
have encountered nothing more ingenious.
Olitandre
. Madame, this is not a suhterfuge at all; it is the true confes-
sion of what is in ray soul. Heaven has T)ound my heart to the charms
of Henriette with the ties of imraatalDle ardor. She holds me under her
gentle control and to vved her is the "blessing to which I aspire. But
you can help me; and all that I desire is that you may please "be-
friend ray vows.
Belise
I see clearly whither your proposal tends; I know what I must
understand. The figure is a clever one; not to depart from it, among
the things which my heart suggests in reply to you, I will say that
Henriette is indifferent to matrimony and without hope of success you
mast sigh for her.
Olitandre
Oh, of what use of all this misunderstanding? ?^hy will you
think what is not so?
Belise
Goodness gracious! No ceremony; cease defending yourself from
what your looks have often made me understand. It is sufficient to he
content with the ruse virhich your have so skilfully contrived; under
the figure to which respect assigns it, I gladly resolve to suffer
its homage provided these joys lighted up "by honor, offer only puri-
fied vows at my altar,
Olitandre
But
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Belise
Adieu: this must suffice for nov;;I have said more than I wanted
to to you.
Clitandre
But
,
your mistake . .
.
Belise
Hush, I am "blushing now; modesty made a surprising effort.
Olitandre
I'll "be hanged, if I love you.
Belise
No,no, I will hear nothing more of it.
Olitandre
The deuce take the simpleton with her fanciful ideas! Did one
ever see anything like her prejudices ? I will go and entrust another
with the errand given me and take the advise of some wise person.
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ACT II
Scene I
Ariste
Yes, I will "bring you, the answer as soon as pos3i"ble. I will
support it; urge it on; do all that can "be done. How many things a
lover has to say for a single word! How impatiently he ?/ants what he
longs fori
Scene II
Ariste, Chrysale
Ariste
Ah! Heaven protect you
,
"brother.
Ohrysale
And you, too, "brother.
Ariste
Do you know v/hat "brings me here?
Ohrjrsale
No, "bat if you are willing, I am ready to learn.
Ariste
You have "been acquainted with Olitandre for some time?
Ohrysale
Certainly, I see him frequently at our house,
Ariste
Well, what do you think of him, "brother?
Ohrysale
He is an honora'ble, a "bright, good-hearted, well "behaved young
I
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fellow. I know very few who are as deserving as he.
Arista
I caine here for an especial purpose; therefore I am very glad
that you esteem him,
Chrysale
I met his deceased father during my voyage to Rome,
Ariste
That is good.
Ohri^sale
He was a very fine gentleman.
Ariste
So they say,
Chrysale
We were only tv7enty-eight then; and really "both of us v^ere
dashing ladies' ic^idn.
Ariste
I can "believe it.
Chrjrsale
We called upon the Eoman ladies, Evei-y one there was talking oj'
our pranks. We even made men jealous.
Ariste
That is the "best yet. But let us come to the su'bject which
"brings me here.
Scene III
Belise, Chrysale, Ariste
Ariste
I am acting as Clitandre's interpreter. He is captivated with
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the charms of Henriette.
Chrysale
What, v/ith my daughter?
Ariste
Yes, he is in love »vith her. I never saw a more passionate
lover.
BeUse
No, no; I understand you; you do not know the facts. It is not
what you think it is.
Ariste
How so, sister?
Belise
Clitandre is deceiving T3oth of you. He loves another.
Ariste
Why, you are joking. Is it not Henriette whom he loves?
Belise
No, I am certain of it.
Ariste
He told me so himself.
Belise
Oh, yes.
Ariste
Sister, you see me sent "by him today to ask her father for her
hand.
Belise
Very v/ell.
Ariste
He has entreated me to hasten the moments for their marriage.
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BeUse
This is "better still. One could not deceive more skilfully than
he has. Brother, Toetween you and me, Henriette is only a pretext, a
clever means of hiding another love of which I know the secret. I an
glad to free "both of you from your error.
Ariste
Well, since you know so many things, pray tell us the other
person whom he loves,
Belise
You really want to know?
Ariste
Certainly. Why?
Belise
It is I.
Ariste
You:
Belise
Myself.
Ariste
Oh! My sister!
Belise
What do you mean "by that "oh"? "What is there so surprising in
what I have just said? I think I can say that I have more than one
lover. Dorante, Damis, Cleonte and Licidas show that I have some at-
tractions.
Ariste
These persons love you?
Belise
Yes, with all their hearts.

vr
They have told you so?
Belise
No one has taken that li"berty. Up to this time they have so
well succeeded in revering me that they have never mentioned their
love to me. But their sv/eet looks have "been their means of offering
their hearts and confessing their adoration.
Ariste
You almost never see Damis come to the house,
Belise
That is to show me even a more su"bmissive respect.
Ariste
Dorante insults you everywhere with his satire.
Belise
They are fits of his jealous rage,
Ariste
Cleonte and Licidas are "both married.
Belise
They despaired of winning my affection.
Ariste
Upon my word, that is pure imagination, dear sister.
Ohrysale
You must get rid of these chimeras, -
Belise
Ah I These are chimeras, you say? Chimeras. I j Truly chimeras
are veiy good. I rejoice greatly in chimeras. I was not aware that I
had chimeras.
I
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Scene IV
Chrysale, Ariste
Chrysale
Surely our sister is crazy.
Ariste
She gets v/orse every day. But once again let us take up our
conversation. Olitandre asks you for Henriette. Let us see what an-
swer can "be given him.
Chrysale
Do you ask that? I freely consent. I should "be much honored "by
such an alliance.
Ariste
You know that he is not well off
Chrysale
That is an unimportant consideration: he is rich in virtue
-
that is worth treasures; especially since his father and I were very
intimate friends.
Ariste
Let us speak to your wife and try to gain her favor...
Chrysale
It is sufficient that I accept him as a son-in-law.
Ajriste
Yes, "brother; "but to add weight to your approval, it is not a
Taad idea to have her approval, too. Let us go. and see her.
Chrysale
Are you joking? It is unnecessary. I speak for my wife. I will
tak:e the responsi'bility upon myself. .
.
.
t
1?
r
' ^
—
Ariste
But}'. • . •
Ohrysale
Let it alone, I say. Have no fear. I am going to arrange the
affair with her right av/ay.
Ariste
So "be it, I am going to sound Henriette ahout it, then I will
return.
Chrysale
.
Agreed. I will speak of it to my wife immediately.
Scene V
Martine, Ohrysale
Martine
Well. I am lucky! Alas: The proverT) is true; give a do^ a "bad
name and hang him; and working for others is no "bonanza.
Ohrysale
Pray, what is it? ll?hat is the matter with you
,
Martine?
Mrtine
What is the matter with me?
Chrysale
Yes.
Martine
I have "been discharged today; that is what is the matter with
me, sir.
Chrysale
Discharged!
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Martine
Yes, your wife is driving me away.
Chrysale
I don't understand that. Why is it?
Martine
She threatens me with a hundred l>lows if I don't leave here.
Chrysale
No, you shc*ll stay. I am satisfied with you. J.^y wife often "be-
comes slightly angry, and I do not want..,. ,— — ^/ /)! 1
Philaminte '^t^
"What? I see you here, rascal? Out of here, quickly; come, leave
this house and never let me see you again.,
Chrysale
Gently,
Philaminte
No, it is decided.
Chrjrsale
lhat!
Philaminte
I insist that she go,
Chrysale
llS/hy, what has she done that you insist this way,
Philaminte
What? You uphold her?
Chrysale
By no means,
Philaminte
Do you take her part against me?
(I
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Chrysale
For mercy sake, no. I simply asked what her offense was,
Phllaminte
Would I drive her away without a good cause?
Chrysale
I do not say that. But with our servants we must...
Philaminte
No, she will leave here I say.
Chiysale
Of course she v/ill. Did any one say anything to the contrary?
Philaminte
I want no o"bjections to my wishes.
Chrysale
Of course.
Philaminte
You should, like a reasona'ble husMnd, share my anger against
her.
Chrysale
I do, indeed. Yes, you rogue, my wife has cause to di^ive you
away. Your offense is unpardonable.
Martine
Pray, what have I done?
Chrysale
Upon my word, I don't know.
Philaminte
She still does not consider it important.
Ohr^rsale
Lid she make you angry "by iDreaking a mirror or some china?
II
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Philaifiinte
Do you imagine that would anger me? That I would drive her away
lor sucn a urine?
uhiTysaie
WiiaT; bJienr iiie oiiense musu oe veij grievous.
PniiaminLe
Of course. Do you think I am an unreasonalDle woman?
Ohrysale
Has she negligently allowed a ewer or some silver plate to "be
Suoien ?
1 J-aJuiii ue
Tnao wouio. cuuounT* uo nouiimg.
onrysaie
Uxi; Tiie deuce uaKe une prei»i>y creauure. v/xiau is lu? jjici you
ouX J/I -Lot^ Ilex JLIl oUiilt? U-XbIIOilc7o f
rn.1lamm ue
10 IS worse t»iian unau.
unrysaie
WOl ot; olld.Il uaiaur
Fiiiiaminoe
worse
•
Cn^Tsaie
The rascal t Well, what did she do, then?
Philaminte
With an incomparatle impudence, after having had thirty lessons
she insulted me "by the impropriety of a low, common word, which Vau-
gelas condemns in decisive terms.
Ohrjrsale
And is that it? . .
,
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Philarainte
What? Always in spite of my remonstrance, shock the foundation
of all leaming - the grammar "by which kings are governed, and whose
lav/s they strictly o"bey?
Ohrysale
I "believed her guilty of the worst of crimes.
Philaminte
"What: You do not consider this crime unpardona'ble?
Ohrysale
Of course I do.
Philaminte
I should like to see you excuse her.
Ohrysale
I will take good care not to.
Belise
Indeed, it is pitiful, for she has destroyed all construction,
notwithstanding that she has "been taught the laws of the language a i
hundred times.
Martine
I think all that you preach a^bout is well and good,"but I can^t
talk your jargon,
Philaminte
You impertinent! to call a language "based on reason and comraon
usage Jargon!
M artine
If you can make yourself understood, that is all that is neces-
sary. All of your fine words don't serve nothing.
Philaminte
Well! Isn't that just like her? "Don't serve nothing."
I
^4
Belise
Oh, you wealc-minded creature* With all the trouT^le that we
constantly take, can you never "be taught to speak properly? Don't
with nothing is your old mistylce,
Martine
Heavens I I ain't studied like you have. I talk like the folks
at home,
Philaminte
Dear me I oan we endure it?
Belise
"What terri"ble solecism,
Philaminte
It is enough to ruin a sensitive ear.
Belise
You are stupid, I must confess. "I" is first person singular
and "talks" is third. Are you going to insult the grammar all your
life?
Martine
Who is talking of insulting their "grand-mere" or grand-pere"?
Philaminte
Oh, Heavens:
Belise
You have taken "grammaire" in the wrong sense, I have told you
where that word came from.
Martine
Well, what do I care whether it comes fromOhaillot, Hauteuil or
Pontoise? It's all the same to me.
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BeUse
You country creature! "La grarflmaire " teaches us the laws of
verTDs and nominatives, as v;ell as adjectives with sulDstantives.
Martine
Miss, I tell you I don't know those there folks.
Philandre
"What martyrdom!
Belise
They are nz^es of words. You must notice with what they agree,
Martine
What»s the difference whether they agree or caff each other?
Philandre (to her sister)
Oh, gracious goodness! finish a conversation of that kind
J
(To her husTDand) Will you not send her away?
Ohrysale
Of course. I must consent to her whim, CrO, do not anger her, Gki
Martine
.
Philaminte
How's that? You are afraid of offending the wretch? You speak
to her in an alDsolutely yielding tone of voice.
Ohrysale
I ? Not at all. Hurry, along, go. Away my poor child.
Scene VII
Chri^sale, Philaminte, Belise
Ohrysale
I hope you are s itisfied, now that she is gone. But I do not
approve of such a dismissal. She is well suited for her work.
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It seems to me that you have a very poor excuse for driving her away,
Philajninte
Would you have me still keep her in my employ, when her lan-
guage constantly grates on my ear? When she iDreaks every law of usage
and of reason "by a "barharous ag{i;lomeration of Imperfections of speech
of mutilated words, interspersed at inteivals Tdj^ proverlDS dragged in .
from the market place?
Belise
Indeed we have tried to endure It. She shatters Vaugelas every
day. Either pleonasm or cacophony are the least defects of that un-
couth mind.
Chrysale
\'ilhat is the difference if she doesn't follow the laws of Vau-
gelas, provided she is faithful in the kitchen? As for myself, I
prefer, while she is preparing her vegetables, that her nouns and
ver'bs do not agree, I would rather she would repeat a connnon or in-
correct word a hundred times than "bum my "beefsteak or salt my por-
ridge too much, I live on good soup and not on fine language. Vaugel-
as does not teach how to make soup. MalherlDe and Balzac, as versed as
they were in fine words, would have "been fools in the kitchen,
Philaminte
How terri"bly "boorish this talk sounds. What a shame for a human
"being to "be constantly engrossed with material things instead of
rising to the spiritual. Is this worthless thing called the "body so
important that we must think only of it? Should it not "be the least
of our thoughts?
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Chrysale
Yes, my "body is myself and I want to take care of it. It may
seem worthless to you, "but it is dear to me.
Belise
Body and mind together make the man, dear "brother. Believe what
the learned say of it; that the spirit must come "before the "body; that
our greater care, our first urgent need must "be to nourish it with
the juice of science.
Chrysale
Well, if you wish to nourish your mind, must it "be with unsulD-
stantial food? Do you have no care, no solicitude....
Philarninte
Oh t "Solicitude "sounds coarse. It savors of antiquity.
Belise
It is true that the word is very stilted.
Chrjrsale
Do you want me to speak out? At last I must "burst out, lift the
mask and vent my spleen. People call you women fools and it grieves
me much,
Philarninte
¥hat do you laean?
Chrysale
Sister, I am speaking to you. You "become angry at the least
solecism. You yourself have very gueer mannerisms. Your everlasting
"books do not satisfy me. Except a large volume of Plutarch in v/hich 3
may put my collars, you ought to hum all of this useless ru"b"bish.
Leave science to the doctors of the town. You would do well to take
away from our garret that long telescope, and "besides a hundred othei
}
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knicknacks, the sight of which T^ores me to death. Instead of taking
care of your own domestic affairs, where everything is going topsj/--
turvy, you try to find out what they are doing in tlie moon. Tor var-
ious reasons it is not fitting for a ¥/oman to study and to kno?/ too
much. Her philosophy and her study should he; to form good morals in
the minds of her children, to manage her household, to keep watch
over her family and to economically regulate the expenditure. On this
su'bject our forefathers wi3ely said that a woimn always knew enough
when the capacity of her mind perraitted her to distinguish a jacket '
from a pair of "breeches. Their wives could not read, nevertheless
they lived well. Their households formed their learned subjects of
conversation. Their "books wei*e; the thim'ble, thread and needles with
they fashioned the trousseaux of their daughters. The women of today
are far from possessing these morals; their desire is to write, to
"become authors. No science is too deep for them. Here in this house
much more than any other place the greatest secrets of science are
understood. You know everything save v^hat you should know. You know
the movements of the moon and the polar stars, Venus, Mars and Saturn
with which I have nothing to do. In going so far to o"btain this use-
less knowledge you neglect the food which I need. My servants aspire
to learning simply to please you. They do nothing more than is neces-
sary. To discourse is the employment of every memT)er .of my household
and this reasoning "banishes all reason. One of them will "bum my
roast while reading some story; another is dreaming of poetry when I
ask for a drink. In short, I see your ex^unple followed 'bj all of theia
I have servants "but I am not served. I had at least one poor servant
left, who was uncorrupted "by this evil atmosphere. Now she is driven
[away with a great fuss, "because she fails to speak the language of
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Vaugelas. Sister (for as I said it is you to whom I am talking) I
tell you all this style of living is repugnant to me. I dislike to
have all of your Latin friends come here, especially this Trissotin.
It is he who ridicules you in all his verses. All of his remains are
nonsense; he talks, "but he says nothing after all. I really iDelieve
he is crazy.
Philaminte
Merciful heavens J What "baseness of soul and language!
Belise
He is a gross com^bination of smaller "bodies I His mind is com-
posed of common atoms? Can I "be of this same "blood? I am furious at
myself for "being of your family! Filled with confusion I retire.
Scene ^ail
Philaminte, Chrjrsale
Philaminte
Have you still something to say ?
Ohrysale
I ? No. Let us not mention the quarrel any more. It is all over
Let us talk aTx)ut something else. Your eldest daughter, appa^^ently,
has no inclination to marry. In short, she is a philosopher. I will
attempt no discussion, for you have trained her well. On the other
hand, her younger sister is differently inclined; therefore I think
it wise to provide for Henriette, to choose a hus"band for her.
Philaminte
That is just what I have "been thinking. I want to tell you my
idea a"bout it. This Monsieur Trissotin whom you make out such a
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criminal "because he has not the honor of your esteem is the one
whom I have chosen for a suita"ble hus^band for her. I am more cap-
alDle of jucl{i;ing of his worth than ^rou. I have firmly decided, there-
foi^ any farther argument is unnecessary. At least have nothing to
say of the choice of this husMnd; "before talking to you I wish to
speak to our daughter, I have some reasons for confinning my action.
I will know indeed, if you have talked with her.
Scene IX
Ariste, Chrysale
Ariste
Well! Your «ife is going away; I see that you have just l)een
having a chat with her.
Chr^rsale
Yes.
Ariste
How did you succeed? Is Henriette ours? Did she consent?
Is the affair settled?
Chrysale
Not entirely yet.
Ariste
Does she refuse?
No.
Ariste
Does she hesitate?
Chrysale
TJQt ?it all 2
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Ariste
Well, what then?
Ohrysale
She offered me another for a son-in-law,
Ariste
Another?
Another.
Who can it he?
Trissotin.
Ohrysale
Ariste
Ohrysale
Ariste
What? That Trissotin
Ohrysale
Yes, who is continually talking of poetry and of Latin.
Ariste
Did you accept him?
Ohrysale
I, no indeed. Heaven forhidj
Ariste
What did you say?
Ohrysale
Nothing. I am glad I did not say anything, so that I did not
pledge myself,
Ariste
That is a fine reason, for it would he running a great risk.
However, did you have sense enough to propose Olitandre to her?

Ohrysale
No, I thought it wiser not to push the sulDject.
Arista
Aren't you ashamed of your weakness? Can any man "be v;eak enough
to allow his wife a'bsolute control and not to oppose what she has
decided upon?
Ohrysale
Good Heavens, "brother, it is easy enough for you to talk a"bout
it, "but you dcn^t know how this fussing wears on me. T love quiet, •
peace, mildness , ICy wife has a terrilDle temper. She is none the less
irascitjle even if she does attach creat importance to the name of
philosophy, HerethicS, made to scorn wealth, have no effect upon her
temperament. However slight may "be the thing which she wants, if you
oppose it, you must endure a frightful storm for a v/eek to come. The
very sound of her voice makes me tremhle. I do not know where to hide
myself. She is a veritaljle dragon. Yet with all her deviltry I must
call her "my dear** and "my darling".
Ariste
Come, this is joking, Eetv/een you and me, through your coward-
ice your wife tyrannizes over you; her authority is only "based on
your weakness. She takes the authority right out of your hands and
you yield to her arrogance; let yourself "be led a"bout "by the nose.
What? Seeing how people regard you, can't you make up your mind once
Ifor all to "be a man? Can't you make a woman su"bmissive to your wishes
Can't you "be "brave enough to say for once "I will". Shamelessly you
allow your daughter to "be sacrificed to all the foolish ideas that
the rest of the family liave. With your wealth endov/ a simpleton v;ho
: can speak six words of Latin; a pedant v;hom at every turn your wife
apostrophizes as a v/it, a great philosopher and a man who has never
I.1
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"been equaled in gallant verse, and v/ho is, so far as we can
learn, nothing less than all that? Come, once more, I tell you, this
is ridiculous, and your cowardice deserves to "be laughed at.^
Chiysale
Yes, you are right. I see that I am in the wron^. Come, I must
"be more l)rave.
Ariste
Well said.
Ohrysale
It is shameful to "be so su"bmissive to a woman's ?7ill.
Ariste
Indeed it is.
Ohrysale
She has profited too much "by my mildness,
Ariste
How true.
Ohrysale <
Played upon my easy disposition too much.
Ariste
Dou"btless.
Ohrysale
She must understand today, that my daughter is nj daughter,
that I have the right to choose a hus"band whom I see fit,
Ariste
.
Now, you are talking sensi"bly as I w^mt you to.
Ohrysale
Brother, ;yOu like Olitandre and know where he lives, send him
to me immediately.
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Ariste
I will hasten there this instant.
Ohrysale
I have yielded too long; henceforth I shall "be a man in spite
of her.
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ACT III
Scene I
Philamlnte , Amande ,Belise
,
O?rissotin, L'epine
Philaminte
Ah I Let us sit here, so that v;e my comforta'bly listen to these
irerses which imist he weighted word "by v/ord,
Armande
I am "burning to hear them.
Belise
I am fairly perishing for them.
Philejninte
They charm me as everything which you do.
Armande
To me it is a sweetness which has no equal.
Belise
They delight me exceedingly.
Philaminte
Gratify our urgent desire.
Armande
Hasten.
Belise
Act quickly; hasten our pleasure.
Philaminte
We are impatient; read your epigram.
Trissotin
Alas! Madam, it is a new "bom "bahe. Its fate will assuradely
^iouch you. I have just written it in your presence.
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Philaminte
Its father suffices to make it precious to me,
Trissotin
Your approval may loe its mother.
Belise
How v/itty he is I
Scene II
Henriette, Philaminte, Belise, Armande, Trissotin, L'epine
Philaminte
Here I pray ,;hy are you hastening away?
Henriette
I was afraid of distur"bing such a delightful inter\''iew.
Philaminte
Come here, listen attentively to these marvelous productions.
Henriette
I know very little of "beauties of your writings and flashes of
wit are not in my line.
Philaminte
That makes no difference. Moreover I have a secret to confide
bo you of which you must "be informed,
Trissotin
There seems to "be nothing in the sciences which can arouse you,
lou interest yourself only in knowing hov; to charm,
Henriette
One just as little as the other. I have no desire...
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Belise
Ah, I Tjeg of you. Let us think of the newly "bom "balDe.
Philaminte
Come, come, little "garcon" find us seats; Quickly. (The lackey
falls down v/ith the chair) . See the impudent fellow. Ought one fall
after having learned the eguilihrium of things?
Belise
You stupid fellow, do you not see the reasons for your fall?
That it comes from having removed from the line of direction- what .v/e
call the center of gravity?
L'epine
Now that I am do?«Ti, madame I have discovered it.
Philaminte
The "blockhead!
Trissotin
It is lucky that he is not made of glass.
Amande
Oh I Ke is alv/ays so witty!
Belise
He never runs drjr.
Philaminte
Quickly, serve your delightful repast.
Trissotin
For this great hunger which is exposed to my eyes, a single
plate of (only) eight verses seems to me a very small amount. I think
that it would not "be a had thing right here to join to the epigram
or rather to the nadrigal the relish of a sonnet, which at a princess
house, was considered very delicate. It is seasoned throughout with
(
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classical salt. I thiiik you will find it very pleasing to the taste,
Armande
AJitl.do not dou'bt it.
PhilaiTiinte
Let us give ear quickly.
Belise
(Interrupting him every time he "begins to read. ) I feel my heart
flutter with joy, in advance. I am passionately fond of poesy,
especially v;hen the verses are cleverly turned.
Philaminte
If we continue to talk, he can never say anything.
Trissotin
Sonnet. .
.
Belise
Silence, niece.
Trissotin
Sonnet to the Princess Urania on her fever.
Your wisdom is (sleeping) dormant.
To treat so magnificently.
And to harhour so superlDly,
your most cruel enemy.
Belise
Oh I What a pretty "beginning!
Armande
VJhat a clever turn it has I
Philaminte
Ke alone has the pov/er of composing musical verses.
Armande
One must surrender certainljr to that "dormant wisdom".
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Belise
For me "to liarlDOur your enemy" is filled, v/ith cham.
Philaminte
I love "superlily" and "magnificently ".The comlDination of those
two adver"bs is adiniraTDle
,
Belise
Let us listen to the remainder of it.
Trissotin
Your v;isdom is dormant,
To treat so magnificently.
And to harlDour so super"bly,
Your most cruel enemy.
Armande
Dormant v/isdom!
J^elise
To har"bour the enemy I
Philaminte
"Super"bly" and "magnificently!
Trissotin
Whatever is said, send it forth
From your rich appartment,
"Where this ungrateful one is impudently
Attacking your "beautiful life.
Belise
Ah! more slo77ly; let me, I "beg, "breathe.
Amande
Please give us time to express our admiration.
Philaminte
There is some thing in these verses - and yet I do not know
II
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what it is - which stirs one to the verjr depth of his soul.
Armande
"Send it forth whatever is said". "P.ich appartinent"how prettily
saidi What a clever metaphor.
Philaminte
"Send it forth v/hatever is said". Ah I Hov; fine the style of
that "Whatever is said". In mj opinion it is an imperishahle thought.
Armande
I too, an enamoured of the "Whatever is said".
Belise
I think as you do that"Whatever is said" is a very happy
thought
.
Armande
I should like to have created it.
Belise
It is worth a whole piece.
Philaminte
But do you understand the cleverness of it as 1 do?
Armande and Belise
Oh: Oh!
Philaminte
"Send it away whatever is said", l^hatever interest is taken in
the fever.' Pay no attention to it; disregard the gossip. "Send it
forth, whatever is said,v/hatever is said". Oh this "Whatever is said
contains much more than you might imagine,1 do not know if all of yoi:
agree with me , hut I understand in that a million expressions
.
Belise
It is true that it expresses more than its length would verifjr.
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Philaminte
But v/hen you wrote this delightful "Whatever is said" did you
fully comprehend its force? Were you thinking of all that it means to
us; did you really intend to put so much soul into it?
Trissotin
Ah , madame
.
Armande
I think the world of that"ingrate". This "ingrate" of an un-
just and rude fever, which harms all those who house it
.
Philaminte
Indeed, "both of the quatrains are very fine. Pray let us come
rapidly to the tiercets.
Armande
Oh I ""Whatever is said" once more, I "beg of you.
Trissotin
"Send it forth whatever is said".
Philaminte, Armande and Belise
"Whatever is said".
Trissotin
"Of your rich appartment".
Philaminte ,Armande, and Belise
"Eich appartment"!
Trissotin
"Where this ungrateful one is impudently".
Philaminte, Armande and Belise
This "ungrateful" fever".
Trissotin
"Attacks your TDeautiful life".
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Phllaminte
"Your "beautiful life".
Armande and Belise
Ah:
:
Trissotin
What? Eegardless of your rank,
It takes hold of your "blood.
Philaminte, Armande and Belise
Ah!
Trissotin
Both night and day lavages you!
If you lead it to the "bath,
With out any more hesitation,
Drown it with your own hands.
Philaminte
This is too much.
Belise
I am enraptured.
Armande
The pleasure is killing me.
Philaminte
A thousand ^entle emotions seize you.
Armande
"If you take it to the "bath".
Belise
With out any hesitation.
Philaminte
Drown it with your own hands.
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With your owi hands, think of it, drown in the "bath.
Armande
Each line in your poetry contains a charming feature
.
Philaminte
Every V7here one roams in it with delight.
Belise
One treads there only on "beautiful things.
Armande
The little paths are all strewn with roses.
Trissotin
Then the sonnet seems to you. .
.
Philaminte
Admira"ble, something new. Nothing so fine has ever "been
composed.
Belise
What? Void of emotion during this reading? Your attitude is
very strange, niece.
Henriette
Each one expresses his own feeling, aunt and one can't "be a wit
"by merely wishing to "be.
Trissotin
Perhaps my verses weary you,
Henriette
Oh! not at all;l am not listening,
Philaminte
Ah! Let us see the epigram,
Srissotin
On an amaranth -colored carriage, given to a lady "by her
friends".
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Philaminte
The titles are always so rare.
Armande
Their novelty prepares us for a hundred fine flashes of wit.
Trissotin
Love so dearly has sold me its tie.
Philaminte, Armande and Belise
Ah:
Trissotin
That it cost me half of ray wealth;
TOien you see this TDeautiful carriage,
On which so much gold is emhossed.
"Which astonishes the whole community,
And causes ray Lais to triumph in splendor,
Philaminte
Ahl my Lais! What learning!
Belise
The theme is fine; it is worth a million others.
Trissotin
When you see this "beautiful equipage,
On w^hich so much gold is emhossed,
Which astonishes the whole community.
And causes my Lais to triumph in splendor
Say no more that it is "ariiarante"- colored;
Say rather that it is "de ma rente".
Armande
Oh! Oh!¥e mre not prepared for that at all.
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Philatninte
He is the only man who can write in that style.
Belise
Say no more that it is "amarante- colored" ; say rather that it
is "de ma rente". You can decline the phrase, "ma rente, de ma rente,
a ma rente . "
.
Philaminte
I do not know whether I was favora"bly inclined toward you on
first acquaintance, "but I do admire now your verse and your prose.
Trissotin
If you would show me something of your own composition, we
might express our admiration in our turn.
Philaminte
I have done nothing in verse hut I indeed hope to he ahle to
show you soon, as a friend, eight chapters concerning the plan of our
academy. Plato merely sketched the place where he wrote his treatise
on the repuhlic; hut I intend to push the idea to completion, For I
feel a peculiar grief over the wrong done us women in the matter of
wit and I long for vengance, for the slight put upon us "by men: in
limiting our talents to mere futilities , and shutting us out from the
realms of suhlime intelligence.
Armande
It is a great wrong to our sex to limit our mental capacity to
the fit of a shirt or a wrap, or to the elegance of some point lace
or new style of hrocade.
Belise
We must raise ourselves ahove this shameful lot and resolutely
emaacipate ourselves.
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Trissotin
You know how ranch I always respect your sex. If I pay homage to
the "brilliancy of your eyes, I am honoring your intellect too.
Philaminte
Our sex does justice to you for this very reason, "but we wish
to show certain v/its, who, "because of their learning treat us v/ith
contempt, that women, also know something a"bout science; that they,too
can have learned assem"blies conducted in the "best of order; that they
Intend to reunite that which is separated elsewhere, to mingle fine,
speech with superior knowledge to reveal nature in a thousand ways,
and upon all questions that they may discuss to "bring in every sect
and yet adopt none.
!Prissotin
As a duty I intei^st myself in peripatetics.
Philaminte
I like platonism for a diversion,
Armande
I delight in Epicurus; his doctrines are so strong.
Belise
I am sufficiently satisfied v/ith the atomic theoiy. It is pain-
ful for me to endure the void and I enjoy much more the suhtle mattei^
Trissotin
Descartes on the loadstone quite agrees with me.
Armande
I love his whirlpools.
Philaminte
I, his falling worlds.
Anaande
I long to have our assem"bly open, so that we may "become famous
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through some discovery,
Tissotin
Much is expected of your "brilliancy. For you, nature is an open
"book.
Philaminte
I don't mean to "boast, "but I have already made one discoveiy,
I have plainly seen men in the moon.
Belise
I have not yet seen any men ,1 think, "but I have seen some
steeples as plainly as I see you.
Armande
Besides physics we will investigate gi^ammar, history, poetry,
morals and politics.
Philaminte
I am greatly interested in some of the facts of morals. This
I
was formerly the passion of great minds. I find nothing so fine as
the teaching of the Stoics; I favor them.
Armande
Our rules, pretaining to the language, will soon "be made known.
We intend to make soiae radical changes in it. Through some antipathy-
I
either just or natural-each one of us has formed a dislike for a num-
j'ber of words, "both verhs and nouns, and we have mutually decided to
jahandon them. We are preparing some deadly decrees against them. We
I
mean to open our leaimed assem"blies "by the aholition of all of these
various words of which we are trying to purge "both p2X)se and poetry,
Philaminte
However the most important plan of our academy- a lofty under-
taking with v;hich I am delighted and a glorious scheme which all the
great minds of posterity will "boast of - is the suppression of these
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unnecessai^^ sylla"bles, which mar our finest words. We desire to do
away with those continual playthings of foolish persons of all ages;
these insipid common places of our coarse evils- the source of a
mass of shameful equivocations with v/hich woman^s modesty is insultecL
Trissotin
These are truly ideas v/orthy of admiration.
Belise
You will see our "by- laws when they are completed.
Trissotin
They could not fail to "be nolDle and wise.
Armande
By means of our laws we can judge of literary Y/ork; toth prose
and poetry will he suhject to us. Our friends and ourselves alone
will "be intelligent. We will endeavor to find fault with every thing
and we alone will "be literary lights.
Scene III
Trissotin, Philaminte, Belise, Armande, Henriette ,L*Epine
,
Vadius
L*Epine
There is a gentleman out here who wishes to speak to you, sir.
He is dressed in "black and has a gentle voice.
Trissotin
It is my learned friend who has "begged me so often to accord
him the pleasure of your acquaintance.
Philaminte
If you desire it, we will gladly meet him. Let us do ourselves

justice. (To Henriette v;ho starts to go out) Here I I have told you
plainly that I need you.
Henriette
. But what for?
Philaminte
Come, you shall soon know why.
Trissotin
Here is the man who is so anxious to meet you.In presenting him
Madame, I have no fear of having admitted an unworthy person to your
house. He can hold his own among great minds.
Philaminte
He who presents him speaks his worth.
Trissotin
He is well versed in old authors; and, Madame, he knows Greek
as well as any man in France.
Philaminte
Greek, gracious I Greek I Think sister, he knows Greek.
Belise
Oh, niece, Greek!
Armande
Greek! How delightful.
Philaminte
Peally? Do you know Greek? Oh, I "beg of you, permit us for the
love of Greek, to kiss you, sir.
(He kisses them all, until he comes to Henriette, who refuses
him)
.
Henriette
Excuse me, sir, I do not understand Greek.
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Philaiainte
I admire Greek "books greatly,
Vadius
I fear I shall "be sorry for having so ardently rendered homage
to you to-day, Madame. I have perhaps, interrupted some lofty conver-
sation.
Philaminte
He who knov/s Greek can mar nothing, sir.
Trissotin
Moreover he creates vranders in verse as v/ell as in prose. If he
would he could show you something very fine.
Vadius
An author's greatest fault is to tyrannize over conversation
with his own works; Tx)ring people at the Palais, at the court, at
private parties and at the tahle with the indefatigable reading of
his poetry. In my opinion there is nothing more foolish than an
author; who is continually soliciting praise v/here ever he goes; and
who makes a martyr of the first person with whom he comes in contact
"by pouring into his ears his night-lahors. I have never succomhed to
this folly. In this matter I follow the opinion of a Greek, v/ho in a
distinct dogma, forhids v/ise persons from too hastily reading their
works; "but here are some short verses ahout young lovers, I should
like to have your opinion ahout them.
Trissotin
There is a "beauty in your poetry v/hich no other has.
Vadius
But Yenus and the Graces fairly reign in yours,
Trissotin
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Trissotin
Ease of expression and such a delightful flov; of words are
yours.
Vadius
Ithos and pathos are every where apparent in your v;orks.
Trissotin
In some of your selections we have seen a style which surpasses
Theocrites and Virgil in charm,
Vadius
Your odes have a lofty, delightful style, which leaves Horace
far "behind you.
Trissotin
Have they anything to compare with the grace of your ditties?
Vadius
Is there anything compara'ble to your sonnets?
Trissotin
Can anything "be more charming than your little rondeaux?
Vadius
Anything so full of wit as your madrigals?
Trissotin
You write especially admira'ble "ballads.
Vadius
You are very clever at "bouts-rimes.
Trissotin
If France could only know of your skill.
Vadius
If the age only did justice to fine minds,
Trissotin
You would go a'bout the streets in a golden carriage.

Vadius
The pu"blic v/ould erect a statue in your honor. AhemI This is a
"ballad and I should like to have you frankly. .
.
Trissotin
Did you see a certain little sonnet on Princess Uranie's fever?
Vadius
Yes, yesterday I heard it read at a social gathering.
Trissotin
You know the author of it?
Vadius
No; "but I know very v/ell, -v/ithout flattering him at all - that
his sonnet is worth nothing.
Trissotin
Never theless, many persons considered it admirahle.
Vadius
That does not prevent its "being worthless. If you had seen it
you would agree with me.
Trissotin
I know that I do not agree with you in this. Yerj few persons
are capa"ble of i/\oriting such a sonnet.
Vadius
Heaven preser\re me from writing the like of it!
Trissotin
No "body could do any "better, I am sure. My surest reason, is
that I am the author of it myself.
Vadius
You!
Trissotin
Yes, I.
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Vadius
I do not understand how that can "be.
Trissotin
I was unfortunate not to "be a'ble to please you.
Vadius
It must "be that I was very inattentive. Perhaps the reader
spoiled the sonnet for me. But let us leave this sulDject of conversa-
tion and pay attention to my "ballad.
Trissotin
I think a "ballad is a stupid thing. It is no longer the style
of writing. It savors of antiquity.
Vadius
Nevertheless mamy people find the "ballad delightful.
Trissotin
That does not hinder it from displeasing me.
Vadius
It is no v/orse for all that.
Trissotin
Pedaats are wonderfully charmed "by it.
Vadius
Yet we see that it does not displease you.
Trissotin
you foolishly attri"bute your own qualities to others.
Vadius
You impudently thrust yours upon me.
Trissotin
Go on wretched writer, "blotter of paper.
I/
t)4
Vadius
Go away misera'ble rimster, disgrace of the profession.
Trissotin
Go on literary hack, impudent plagairist,
Vadius
Go away you snol).
Philaminte
Gentlemen, what do you intend to do?
Trissotin
Go, go restore all the shameful thefts v/hich the Greek and
Latin authors might claim of you.
Vadius
Go make honoralDle amends to Pamasse for having mutilated
Horace in your verses.
Trissotin
Eemem'ber your "book, and its little renoun.
Vadius
And you, your pulilisher reduced to poverty.
Trissotin
My fame is estal)lished:you are slandering it in vain.
Vadius
Yes, yes, I refer you to the author of the "Satire".
Trissotin
I refer you to him also.
Vadius
I have the satisfaction of knowing that he has treated me more
honoral>ly. Among the several authors who are honored at the Palais,
he gives me a slight hit in passing; "but in his verses, he never
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leaves you alone; it is evident that you are every^vhere the o"bject of
his trusts.
Trissotin
That is the very reason why I hold the more honora'ble position.
jHe classes you with the multitude, as a wretched writer. He considers
one "blow sufficient to crush you; hence he never honors you "by repeat-
ing it. But he attacks me alone, like a notjle adversary, for whom his
jjentire effort is necessary. His repeated strokes against me show that
he never considers himself victorious.
Vadius
My pen v/ill teach you what kind of a man I can "be.
Trissotin
And mine will show you your superior.
Vadius
I defy you in verse, prose, Greek and Latin.
Trissotin
Well, we will see each other, in private, at Barhin's.
Scene TV
Trissotin, Armande, Philaminte, Belise, Henriette.
Trissotin
Do not "blame me for "becoming angry, Madame. I was defending
your judgment as regards the sonnet which he so "boldly attacked.
Philaminte
I will gladly devote myself to appeasing you. But let us talk
of another affair. Come here Henriette. Tor some considera"ble time I
have "been anxious, "because I have seen no evidence of wit in you "but
now a way presents itself.

Henriette
It is not necessary to take such pains for me. These learned
'conversations do not concern me. I prefer.: to live comforta^bly and
too much la"bor to try to "be witty in every thing that is said. I have
no desire for it. It suits me to "be stupid. I v/ould rather indulge in
j
only ordinary conversation than to torment myself "by using fine expre-1
sions
.
' Philaminte
Truly, lam angry at you. I cannot endure such a home. Pacial
"beauty is a frail ornament, a short- lived flower, a temporary glory;
it is only skin deep; "but the "beauty of the mind is innate, fixed.
Tor a long time, I have "been searching for a way "by which to give you
the "beauty which old age cannot destroy, to inspire you with a desire
for knowledge, hint to you what learning truly means. I have decided
^
to marry you to an erudite. This man is my choice and the one whom I
have destined to "be your hus^band.
Henriette
I, mother?
Philaminte
Yes, you. Nov/, do not "be silly.
Belise
I understemd you, Henriette. You are awaiting my consent to win
over a heart which is mine. Do it, I am willing. I yield to you. This
marriage will tend toward intellectual aggrandizement on your part.
Trissotin
I do not know how to express my delight, raadame. This marriage
"by which you are honoring me
,
places me
. .
.

Henriette
Be careful, sir, it is not a settled affair as yet. Do not "be
in too great haste.
Philaminte
"What an answer! Are you aware that if... This suffices, you
understand me. She will "become tracta"ble, come, let us leave her.
Scene V
Henriette , Armande
Armande
Our mother is so devoted to you. She could not have chosen a
more illustrious hus"band. .
.
Henriette
If the choice is so excellent, why don't you take him?
Armande
He has offered himself to you, not to me.
Henriette
As you are my elder sister, I v/ill give him to you.
Armande
If matrimony seemed as delightful to me as it does to you, I
would accept of your offer with joy.
Henriette
If I cared as much for pedants as you
,
do, I v;ould find him an
exceedingly agreea"ble match.
Armande
Although our tastes in such matters; may "be different, we must ,
©"bey our parents, sister. We are entirely under our mother's control.'
You think in vain "by your resistance ...

Scene VI
Chrysale, Ariste, Clitanclre, Henrietta, Armande
Chrysale
Come, daughter, you must approve of my plan. Take off that
glove; give this gentleman your hsind; and consider him henceforth as
your future hus"band.
Armande
,
Your inclination tends very strongly in that direction.
Henriette
Sister, we must o^bey our parents. A father has every authority
over us.
Armande
A mother must "be o"beyed, too.
Chrysale
What is that?
Armande
I say that I fear you £uid mother are not of the same opinion.
She has another hushand in view.
Chrysale
Be quiet, you saucy girl I Gto philosophize with her to your
Dearths content, "but do not concern yourself with any of my affairs.
Tell her of my intention and warn her not to come around here and
scold me. Go quickly.
Ariste
Good for you I You are working wonders.
Clitandre
What a delight I What a joyi Ah! How happy my lot.
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Ohrysale
Here, take her hand, and go "before us. Lead her to her room.
Ahl the tender caressesi See, my heart is moved "by this affection.
This enlivens my old age, and reminds me of my youthful days of love.
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Act IV
Scene I
Armande , PhilamiJite
Annande
Yes, she is not rational; she has "boasted of her ohedlence.
IWhile I was with her she scarcely had the time to yield. She appeared
not so much to follow the wishes of her father as to pretead to "brave
your commands.
Philaminte
I will shov; her to whose laws she must in reason "be su"bmissive;
I will show her who is to govern her, her mother or her father, mind
or "body, form or matter.
Armande
Your consent at least should "be asked in the matter. This insigJ
nifleant man is very rude to ?/ish, in spite of you, to "become your
son-in-law.
Philaminte
It is not his intentions to which I am opposed. They please me;
I like his devotion; "but his conduct always has displeased me. I am
jihankful to say that he knows that I am interested in writing, yet he
never asks me to read anything to him.
Scene II
Clitandre, Philaminte, Armande
Armande
If I were you I should never suffer Henriette to "be his wife.
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to accuse me of acting selfishly, or of har'boring any ill-will in this
affair would "be doing me an injustice. The soul is strengthened
against such actions "by the firm aid of philosophy, which can raise
one far ahove the reach of all. But to sulDject you to such treatment
must provoke you "beyond endurance. It is your privilege to oppose his
wishes for he is, in fact, a man who cannot please you. Indeed I have
never detected any inclination of esteem for you in all my conversa-
tions with him.
PhilamintA : •
The little fool!
Armande
He is never disposed to praise you, whatever satisfaction you
nay create.
Philaminte
The "brute!
Armande
I have read some of your verses, under the guise of new pieces,
at least twenty times, and he has not considered them "beautiful.
Philaminte
The impudent fellow.
Armande
We often disputed oyer them; you cannot Lfuagine how manj^ insults
Clitandre
Crently, please; a little charity, madame, or at least a little
honesty. What wrong have I done to you? What has my offense "been that
you speak thus plainly of le? Do you wish to ruin me "by making me
odious in the eyes of people whom I meet? Speak out, tell me why is •
this terri"ble anger? I am v;illing to take madam as a Judge in the
matter.
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Armande
If I were as angry- as you accuse mo of "being, I certainly
would have cause for it; you would "be deserving of it. The first love
so sacredly fixes certain rights in one^s soul, that happiness mast
"be lost and life sacrificed rather than suffer another love; no horror
is conipara"ble to a change in affection; every faithless heart is in
morals, a monster.
Clitandre
Do you call that which your proud soul has commanded of me
infidelity? I am only oT^eying the laws which it is imposing on me; it
alone is the cause of any insult on my part. First of all, your
charms took possession of my whole heart; I have loved you passion-
ately for two years and there are no polite attentions, duties, re-
spect or favors which it has not lovingly sacrificed to you. All my
love, all my devotion avails nothing; you are averse to my tenderest
feeling; what you refuse, I offer to another, dome, does the fault
lie with you or me? Am I eager to change or are you forcing me to it
Am I renouncing you or are you driving me away?
Armande
Am I averse to your affection, sir, when I endeavor to elevate
it and limit it to that purity which constitutes the "beauty of a per-
fect love? You would not desire my uninteresting love; my hand with-
out ray heart. Surely, an ordinary affection, with all its attendant
display would not satisfy you? Must a marriage and all that follows,
foster the passions of your heart? Ah, what a strange love is yours!
and how far removed from such an earthly flame is the love of my pui^
soul I The senses have no share in it; for my pure flame the heart
alone suffices. There are no unclean, impure desires in this pure and
perfect love; it is love for love's sake; the spirit without the "body
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rejoices in it.
Olitandre
As for me- "begging your pardon - my "body and heart unfortunate-
ly are insepara"ble . Heaven has denied me the philosophy, which teach-
jes us this art of separation. As you have said, there is nothing more
Tjeautiful than the union of "both heart and mind; this tender, yet
unresisting love. But all this is too refined for me; I am somewhat
coarse as you accuse me. I love myself and any affection given me
must, I confess, love my whole person. There is no occasion to chast-
ise, and although I do not mean to do your fine sentiments any injus-
tice, I notice that my way is the usual one. Matrimony is quite in
vogue, and the tie, upright and gentle enough, for me to have desired:
to wed you, without dreaming of offending you "by such a thought.
.
Anaande
Well, sire, since you are so willing to rest -satisfied without
paying any attention to what I have said, since a marriage is neces-
sary to make you true to me, I will consent to it if my mother does
'not oliject.
Clitandre
It is too late, now, for I love another. It vrculd "be poor returji
to mistreat the one whose kindness has saved me from your scorn.
Philaminte
But, sir, when you resolved upon this other marriage, did you
consider what might "be my opinion? Are you aware that I have chosen
another for Henriette?
Clitandre
Oh, Madam, only look at your choice, I "beg of you! Please do not
disgrace me "by considering me a rival of Monsieur Trissotin. With all
your love for "brilliant minds, you could not have compared me to a
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lless nolDle adversary. He is one of the many to whom this century's
poor taste has accredited 1>he reputation of "being a wit. But he has
failed to deceive the people. With the exception of this one house,
his writings have "been estimated according to their value, and justice
has tieen done tham. You havo surt^rised me many times "bjr praising to
the skies his nonsense, which, if you yourself had written it, you
would have disovmed.
Philaminte
Since your decision in regard to him differs so greatly, we
must "be judging him from a different point of view.
Scene III
Tris£,Gtin, Philaminte, Armande Olitandre
Trissotin
I come with great news - last night we had a very narrow escape;
a planet near "by passed through the earth's orlDit, and if it had en-
countered our earth, it would have shattered it as if it v/ere a glass
<
Philaminte
Let us defer this sulDject until a later time, for Olitandre
would find neither rhjTiie nor reason in it. He professes to cherish ig-
norance and hate intelligence and science.
Olitandre
This tru.th needs some softening. Allow me to explain that I
iislike science and knowledge only in as nuch as people are spoiled
t)y them. Taken in themselves, they are "beautiful and fine, "but I
prefer to "be an ignoramus rather than "be a savant like certain other
people.
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Trissotln
As for myselT, I do not maintain that science can corrupt as
mich as people think.
ClitancLre
• I am of the opinion that science is inclined to make people
Tools, "both in actions and in words.
Trissotin
The paradox is very strong.
Olitandre
I need not "be Yerj clever to prove my statement. It is an easy
thing to do. Even if reasons were lacking, I am sure that I would
lave notalDle examples at all events.
Trissotin
Those v/hom you v/ould cite would hardly prove your point,
Olitandre
I would not "be olDliged to search Yery far,
Trissotin
Why, I do not see these nota"ble examples.
Olitandre
I see them so plainly that they are staring me in the face,
Trissotin
I have alv7ays thought that ignorance, not science, made fools,
Olitandre
You had the wrong idea. I attest that there is no fool like a
Learned fool,
1 Trissotin
Your maxims are contrarjr to universal opinion, since ignoramus
nd fool are sjnionomous terms.
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Clitandre
If you will analyze the use of the two words, you will find a
greater alliance "between pedant and fool.
Trissotin
Stupidity in the one case is genuine.
Clitandre
Study in the other adds to his nature.
Trissotin
Knowledge never "boasts.
Clitandre
Knowledge in a fool is impertinence.
Trissotin
Since you defend ignorance so valiantly it mst have a gi*eat
attraction for you.
Clitandre
Well, if it does please me, it is since I have come to know
certain learned people.
Trissotin
Ihen you know these savants you will find them quite as good as
any whom -^ou can find any place.
Clitandre
Oh, certainly if you refer to your class, "but we differ upon
that very point,
Philaminte
It seems to me, sir...
Clitandre
I "beg your pardon, madame, "but this gentleman seems capa"ble of
getting along without any "body^s assistance. It is only in retreating
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that I feel o"bliged to defend myself against him - rude assailant
that he is.
Arraande
But the alDfUse and iDittemess of each of your retorts . ,
.
Glitandre
A minute more and I will give up the affair.
Philaminte
Disputes like this are permissalDle provided no personal refer-
ences are made.
Olitandre
Good gracious I There is no personal offense alDout that. He
understands a Joke. Though many other Incidents have vexed him yet
he has never taken them seriously.
Trissotin
I am not suri^rised to see this gentleman support his side of
the argument. Ke is very much interested in the court, v/hich it is
I
said pays no attention to learning. It is to its advantage to uphold
igno]rance. Naturally, as he is, a courtier, he takes up its defense.
Oil ..andre
You are very hostile to this poor court. Unfortunately these
"bright people of yours are constantly declaiming against it : they
quarrel with it on account of their own disappointments; accuse it of
having poor taste, and "blame it, alone, for all of your failures.
Allow me, Mr. Trissotin, to inform you - respectfully as your name
inspires me to do - that yourself and your colleagues would "better
speak of the court in a slightly gentler tone. Tor taking all into
consideration it is not quite so stupid as you gentlemen think it.
It has common sense for the good judgement of every thing; it
conforms to the "best of taste; and - without flattery the wit of
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society is worth quite as much as the ©"bscure knowledge of your
pedants
.
Trissotin
. You see the effects of its good taste.
Clitandre
Please shov; me an incident, sire, where it is so "bad?
Trissotln
I have o"bserved that Easius and Baldus have done honor to
France along scientific lines; and through their v/orth is very
evident, yet the court has not recognized them "by gifts.
Olitandre
I understand your vexation. Through modesty you have omitted
your own name. But leaving yourself out of the question - what do
these clever heroes do for the state? Do their vor-itings render it a
service "by accusing the court of gross injustice; "by complaining at
all times that favors and gifts have not "been lavished on their learn
ed names? Both their knowledge cind the iDOOks which they have compiled
have heen greatly needed "by the court and "by France. These three
wretched fellows have the idea that to "be important personnages in
the state their v;orks must "be printed and "bound in calf - skin, with
their pens they hope to win laurels.jAt the slightest mention of
their works, they think that they should receive an annuity; that
they should he of universal attraction; that the glory of their names
should "be spread "broadcast. To know what their predecessors knew to
have studied for thirty years, to have passed nine or ten thousand
nights in cramming Greek and Latin to have ladened their minds v/ith
the gruesome confusion of "book- lore: these are the requirements of
people who alv/ays seem intoxicated l>y their learning, whose only
I
6^
merit is idle chatter v/ho are incapalDle of anything, void of common .
sense and full of nonsense and impertinance Tdo cause they cry down
science and learning.
Philaminte
Your ardor is great. This "burst of nature marks your progress.
It is the name of the rival which in your soul excites . .
.
Scene IV
Julien, Trissotin, Philaminte, Clitandre, Ansiande
Julien
The savant, who visited you this afternoon, and v/hose valet I
have the honor to see, exhorts you to read this note,madame.
Philaminte
This may "be important, "but learn, my friend, that it is insult-
ing to interrupt a conversation in this manner. You must learn how a
valet should conduct himself.
Julien
I will make note of that in my "book, madame.
Philaminte ,reads
Madame, Trissotin has "boasted that he would marry your daughter
My opinion is that his philosophy is only aiming after your wealth.
You will do well not to conclude the marriage until you have seen the
poem, y/hich I am composing against him. "While awaiting this portrai-
ture, in which I intend to depict him in his true colors, I send you
Horace, Vergil, Terrence and Catullus on the margin of which you v;il]
see noted all the places which he has plagerized.
Philaminte, continues
This meritorious marriage, v/hich I have decided upon, is
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attacked "by numerous enemies. This oufburst to-day urges me to act in
such a manner as to make her feel that any opposition, on her part,
will "bring affairs to an immediate crisis. Inform your master of all
this, this instant, also in order to let him know how highly I value
his opinion and how worthy I "believe it of "being followed, tell him
that this evening my daughter will marry this gentleman here. On my
part, I invite you
,
sir, as a friend of the family, to assist in
signing the marriage contract. I charge you, Armcinde, to send for the
notary and to go and to go to warn your sister of the event.
Armande
It is useless to warn her, for the rnan will take pains to in-
form her of the news immediately and make her re'bellious toward you.
Philaminte
We will see who has authority over her, and if it is I who
can make her ohedient. (She goes away)
Armande
Indeed, sir, I regret very much that affairs are not turning
out favorahly to you.
Clitandre
That I may cause you no regret, I am going to work zealously,
madame.
Armande
I fear that your effort will "be in vain.
Clitandre
Perhaps you may see your fear come to naught.
Armande
I hope so.
\
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Clitandre
I am sure that you will aid us.
Armande
Yes, as much as is in niy power.
Olitandre
I shall certainly Tdg very grateful for this ser^rice.
Scene V
Chrysale, Ariste, Henriette, Olitandre
Olitandre
I can do nothing v;ithout your support, sir. Your wife has re-
jected me; she desires Trissotin for a son-in-law.
Ohrysale
Why, what liking can she have taken for him? \!7hy in the world
would she want this Trissotin?
Ariste
He has surpassed his rival in his gift for making Latin rhymes.
Olitandre
She wishes to have the marriage take place this evening.
Ohrysale
This evening?
Olitandre
Yes, this evening.
Chrysale
And this evening I want to thwart her "by your marriage with
Henrietta.
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Clitandre
She has sent to the Notary to draw up the contract,
Chrysale
I am going to look him up to make out the one v/hich he ought to*
Olitandre
Your wife must Tdo informed "by her sister of the marriage for
which v/e wish her consent,
Ohrysale
I authoritatively command her to ma}:e her mind for this other
anion. I will make it evident whether or not I am the only master of
nay own house. We will return; Please wait. Oome, follow me, "brother,
and you, mt)^ son- in- la?;,
Henriette
Alas? Keep him in this humor.
J^iste
I shall do my very "best for you.
Olitandre
Whatever influential ^Vd is promised for my love
,
my greatest
hope lies in you alone.
Henriette
You can depend upon my heart,
Clitandre
I can only "be happy when I have its support.
Henriette
You see to what a union I am "being forced.
Olitandre
As for me, I see nothing to fear.
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Henriette
I am going to try for our tendrest desires. If my efforts are
in vain, there is a convent to which souls give themselves,, which
will prevent me from "belonging to another.
Olitandre
May Heaven, this day keep me from receiving from you this
proof of your love.
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AOT V
Scene I
Henrietta, Trissotin
Henrietta
I wish to converse with you, Monsieur Trissotin, a'bout this
marriage for which Mother is preparing. I thought that you v;oulcL
listen to reason concerning our domestic understanding. I i-ealize
that with my promise to wed you, you v;ould anticipate a consideralDle
dovny, "but money, you know, on which so many people set such a high
value, has charms unworthy of a true philosopher. Your words, alone,
must not appear to scorn vrealth and empty grandeur.
Trissotin
Believe me, it is not that which attracts me toward you. I am
in love with your "brilliant charms, your piercing, yet mild eyes,
your graceful air, these are the wealth, the riches of v/hich I am
enamoured.
Henriette
I am much "beholden to you for your generous zeal, yet I regret
that I cannot reciprocate this o"bliging love , which rather perplexes
me. My regard for you is unsurpassed, "but here is the olDstacle; My
heart can not "belong to two persons. I have chosen Clitandre. I know
that I have chosen imv/isely for you are far his superior; I am v/rong,
yet my heart forces me to it. To argue with me will avail nothing;
you can only v/ish me ill for such "blindness.
Trissotin
If you will only trust to me your hand, I have reason to "be-
lieve that "by tender devotion I shall soon possess the heart which is
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now Olitandre s
.
Herrriette
No, you cannot move me. I shall remain faithful to my first vo^
I speak to you with frankness, yet do not "be shocked. There is no
especial merit in love, it is only fancy; v/e can scarcely tell why a
person attracts us. Were I to choose wisely, I should indeed 'be yours
"hat.,you see that love is governed otherwise. Leave me, I "beg of you,
in my "blindness, and do not reprimand me for my disoloedience. No
gentleman v/ill l)e the means of causing a parent to exert his author
ity over his child. You should desire a heart for itself alone, and
"be loath to sacrifice it. Do not urge my mother on to severity, only
offer your precious love to another than me.
Trissotin
"What can I do to v;in you? Impose any condition that you v/ill.
How can I keep from loving you, unless you cease to "be amia'ble, and
to display the celestial charm of your eyes
Henriette
Oh, Sir, let us end this nonsense. You are so enamoured of
Iris, Philis and j&marantes, whom you depict so charmingly in your
verses and swear so much allegiance to them that
Trissotin
My intellect, and not my heart, speaks to them. I love them
only as a poet, "but I seriously love you, my charming Henriette.,,.
Henriette
Oh, sir, please.
. ,
,
Trissotin
If I am offending you, I am sorry, "but my offense must continue
i
Up till this time you have "been unaware of my everlasting love, conr
secrated to you; nothing can check it. Though .Qontrary to your
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desires, I cannot "but accept the assistance of your mother, who
wishes to crovm this precious love, olDtain you as I may.
Henrietta
Do you not knov/ that you are risking a great deal in trying to
force me against my will? That it is unwise to hasten matters "by
marrying a girl in spite of her v/ishes? If she is forced to it, he
might have reason to fear her resentraent.
Trissotin
You do not alter my intention in the least. A wise man is
prepared for anything, for he has risen a'bove the ordinary, human
weaknesses and does not grieve over that which is not dependent upon
hirflself
,
Henriette
Eeally, sir, I am delighted with jrou. I did not think that phil -
osophy was so fine, that it did teach people to "bear such occurences
as this with resignation. This firmness of min^so peculiar to you,
deserves an opportunity for displaying itself; it is, indeed, worth
the effort of "being "brought to light. To tell you the truth, I am not
fitted for the purpose, hence I leave it for another. Believe me, I
must foregothe happiness of "being your wife.
Trissotin
We will soon see what the outcome of this shall "be. The Notary
has "been sent for.
Scene II
Ohrysale, Clitandre, Martine, Henriette
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Chrysale
Oh, daughter, how happy I am to see you. Come, do your duty "by
Srleldln(3 to your father's wishes . I intend to teach your mother a
Lesson; in spite of her, I have retained Martine.
Henriette
Your resolutions, to "be sure, are v/orthy of praise, "but "be care-|
fUl not to change your mind, "be firm in what you want, "but do not
allow your o\m kindness to seduce you; do not jrield, and "be carefal
pot to let Mother have the advantage over you.
Chrysale
How is that? Do you take me for a simpleton?
Henriette
Heaven forhidl
Chrysale
Am I a fop, if you please?
Henriette
I do not say that.
Chrysale
Do you think me incapa"ble of the firm sense of a reasona'ble man^
Henriette
Indeed, no. Father,
Chrysale
Have I not arrived at the years of discretion enough to "be
master in my own house?
Henriette
Of course.
Chrysale
Am I weak enough to allow my wife to lead me a"bout "by the nose?
%I
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Henriette
Why, no, father.
Ohrysale
Well, what do you mean, then, hy talking thus impertinently to
me?
Henriette
I did not mean to shock you.
Ohrysale
My wishes are law.
Henriette
Very well, father.
Ohrysale
No one "but I has the right to command in this house.
Henriette
Yes, you have the right.
Ohrj^sale
I am the head of the family,
Henriette
Oertainly you are.
Ohrysale *
It is I who must dispose of my daughter.
Henriette
Oh, yes,
Ohrysale
Heaven gives me full authority over you,
Henriette
Who denies it?
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Ohrysale
In your choice of a husMnd, I will show you that you must o^bey
your father and not your mother,
Henriette
Alas! You are flattering my sweetest wish. Please "be o^beyed - ' I
that is all I desire.
Ohrysale i
We shall see if my wife shall oppose my wishes.
Clitandre
Here she is now, with the notary.
Ohrysale
All of you please assist me.
Martine
Let me, I will take care to encourage you, if it is necessary.
Scene III
Philarainte, Belise, Arrocmde, Trissotin, Le notaire, Ohrysale
Olitandre, Henriette, Martine
Philaminte
Can you not alter the T3arl)arous stjrle of your writing and make
out the contract in finer language?
Le Notaire
Our style is very good, Madame, I would "be a fool to try to
change a single word in it.
Belise
OhI lhat "barharity in the very midst of France I At least, sir,
please favor science enough to express the doiiry in^mines" and "tal-
ents" instead of ecus ,livres and francs", and record the date "by

so
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ides and calends.
Le Notaire
I? If I should yield tio your request, madame, I should loe
hissed at "by all of my companions.
Philaminte
In vain do we complain of "barMrity. Come, sir, write at this
ta'ble. What, that impudent girl dares to appear again? Why, pray,
"bring her "back to my house again?
Chrysale
We will talk of that later. Just at present we have something
else to settle.
Le Notaire
Let us proceed to the contract. Wiere is the "bride?
Philaminte
It is the younger daughter who is to "be married.
Le Notaire
Good.
Chrysale
Yes, here she is; her name is Henriette.
Le Notaire
Very well. And the "bridegroom.
Philaminte
Here is the hus"band whom I have chosen for her.
Chrysale
And here is the one whom I- in my own right - intend that she
shall marry.
Le Notaire
Two hus"bandsl That is more than customary.
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Philaminte
Why do you hesitate? Sir, put Trissotin down for my son-in-law.
Chrysale
I tell you to put Clitandre doTm as my son-in-law.
Le Notaire
Consult together and do come to some agreement a'bout the future
huslDand.
Philaminte
Write dovvTi the name of the one upon whom I have determined.
' Chrysale
No, mine.
Le Notaire
Whom shall I ohey, please?
Philaminte
What do you mean? You oppose my wish?
Chrysale
I cannot endure to see ray daughter married only for her wealth.
Philaminte
Truly, we must talce our v/ealth into consideration, and that is
a worthy anxiety for a philosopher.
Chrysale
Well, I have chosen Clitandre.
Philaminte
Here is the one v/hom I want for her hus'band. I have resolved
upon that.
Chrysale
Bless met You speak in such an authoratative tone?
Martine
A woman has no right to give off orders. That right helongs to

men.
Chrysale
Well said.
Martins
Although I should "be fired a hundred times I should still say
that a hen has no right to crow "before the cock.
Chrysale
Doulitless.
Martlne
A man who is under his wife's thuml) is alv/ays an ohject of jest
Chrysale
That is true.
Martine
I tell you if I had a hushand he should he the head of the
house . I could not love a henpecked simpleton. I should v/ant him to
lov/er my tone with a fev7 slaps if I talked too loudly or argued v/ith
him.
Chrysale
Well, that sounds sensible.
Martine
You are right to wish to choose an agreeahle hushand for your
daughter.
Chrysale
Of course.
Martine
Why deny her a fine young fellow like Clitandre? Pray, why give
her a savant v/ho does nothing "but cavil? She needs a hushand and not
a pedagogue. So long as she is not interested in Greek or Latin she
has no need of Monsieur Trissotin.
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Chrysale
Good.
Philaminte
I must suffer her to chatter on at her ease.
Martine
Savants are good only to pi*each In pulpits. I have said a
thousand times that I would never have an intelligent man for my
hushand. Intelligence does not constitute the v/hole household and
learning and marriage do not agi^e. If ever I pledge my faith, I, .
want a man who will have no other "book than me; and not displeasing
you madame - one who does not knov; A from B, and in short who will "be
a doctor only for his wife.
Philaminte
Have you finished? Have I listened long enough to your worthy
interpreter with out interrupting her?
Chrysale
She has told the truth.
Philaminte
To cut short all of this dispute , I say , that my wish must "be
complied with. Henriette and this gentleman will "be married immediate
ly. I have said it, I want it done. Do not ansv/er me. If you have
promised her to Clitandre, now offer him her elder sister for a wife.
Chrysale
Here is a means of conciliation in this affair; here, will you
consent to it?
Henriette
Oh: father
I
Clitandre
Oh, sir!

Belise
You might propose something which would "better please him. The
love asserted, "by us must "be pure as the star of day; we "banish all
of the material su"bstance from it and the spiritual alone is retained
Last Scene
Ariste, Chrysale, Philaminte, Belise .Henriette
,
Armande,
Trissotin, Le Notaire, Clitandre, Martine.
Ariste
I regret to interrupt this happy ceremony "by informing you that
I am the "bearer of two letters, containing nev;s, which I have felt
cruelly wrongs you. The one for you, Philaminte, is sent to me "by
your attorney; the other for you, Chrysale, comes to me from Lyons.
Philaminte
lhat misfortune could they possi'bly refer to, which would he
sufficient to interrupt us?
Ariste
You can read this letter v/hich will explain.
Philajn.1 nte
"Madame, I have asked your "brother to deliver to you this let-
ter which will make known to you v;hat I dare not tell you. I had not
"been 7/amed "by the clerk of the way . in which your "business affairs
have "been neglected, and as a consequence you have entirely lost the
law suit v/hich you ought to have gained",
Chrysale
Your lav/suit lost!
Philaminte
Do not "be so disturhedl I am not easily unsettled. Do not "be

like most people v/hen the reverses of fortune come. Be "brave like I
am.
"Your suit has cost you forty thousand ecus. You are condemned
"by the judgment of the court to pay this fine
,
together with the
costs".
Condemned, how shocking I This v;ord is used only in reference to
criminals.
Arista
Truly, he is wrong. You are right to protest. He should have,
stated that you are requested hy the judgment of the court to pay, as
soon as possil^le the forty thousand francs with costs.
Philaminte
Let us see the other one.
Chrysale reads:
"Sir, The friendship, v/hich "binds me to your "brother, causes me
to take an interest in everything which concerns you. I know that you
have entrusted jrour wealth to Argante and Damon, let me inform you
that "both of them "became "bankrupt on the same day".
Heavens! Thus to lose all my money at once I
Philaminte
OhI !For shame I What an outcry I All that amounts to nothing.
There is no sad reverse for a true philosopher, for, though losing
all else, he has himself remaining still. Do cheer up and let us
finish up our little transaction. Trissotin*s v/ealth will "be suffi-
cient for "both himself and us.
Trissotin
No, raadame: do not push this affair further. Since every"body
seems to oppose this marriage, I do not intend to force them to it.
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Philaminte
your reflexion is very short duration: it follows close upon
our misfortune, sir.
Trissotin
At last I am \7eary of so much resistance. I do not v/ant a heart
which is not mine of its own accord; hence I prefer to renounce all
of this difficulty.
Philaminte
I see in you - and not to your advantage either that up to this
time I have refused to "believe of you.
Trissotin
you can see v/hat you wish in me and I do not care how you take
it. I am not the person who will endure to "be infamously insulted as
I have heen here. I am the hum"ble servant of whoever does not want me.
Philaminte
How little philosophical is what you have just done. You have
only indeed exposed your mercenary soul.
Olitandre
I do not "boast of "being a philosopher, "but I should like, after
all, to "become connected with you. I take the li"berty to offer you,
along v/ith myself, any fortune which I may possess.
Philaminte
Your generosity charms me, sir. I wish to reward your amourous
desires. Yes, Henriette shall "be yours. .
.
Henriette
No, mother: I have changed my mind, now. Suffer me to oppose
your v/ill.
Clitandre
V/hat? You are opposed to my happiness? And just when each one

^1
is preparing to accept me...
Henrietta
I know your means are limited, Olitandre; when I saw that my
marriage v;ith you would aid you in your "business, my supremest desire
was to "be your v/ife, "but nov/ since our destinies are so contrary, I
think enough of you in this extremity not to "burden you with our
misfortune
.
Olitandre
Any fate would he acceptable to me, so long as I was with you;
any fate, without you, would he unendurahle.
Henriette
The outburst of love always speaks thus, Let us avoid the v/orry
of importunate regrets. There is nothing which wears out so much of
the love ¥/hich "binds us as the grievious needs of life's realities.
Both of us might come to accuse ourselves for the sad sorrows, v/hich
come of such a love.
Ariste
Is that the only reason for your refusal to wed Olitandre?
Henriette
Were it not for that, I should willingly consent. It is "because
I love him so much that I am fleeing from him.
Ariste
Suffer yourself then to he "bound hy these ties so "beautiful.
What I have reported is false. It is onl^^^ a hy-play which I have
attempted "by way of helping you out of your difficulty. I sought to
show my sister v/hat her philosopher is 7/orth when put to a true test.
Ohrysale
Thank Heaven for it
I

2S
Philamintie
I rejoice, too, on account of the vexation which this cowaMly
deserter mast endure and as a punishment for his low avarice, he shall
witness this 'brilliant ceremony.
Chrysale
I knev/ that you v/ould marry him.
Armande
Am I thus, to "be sacrificed to their v/ishes?
Philaminte
You will not "be sacrificed to them. Philosophy will aid you to
look upon this marriage with contentment,
Belise
Take heed of this adage: One often marries through sheer
desperation and spends the remainder of his life repenting of it.
Chrysale
Come, quickly, sir, do as I have l)idden you. Cairy into effect
the contract just as I have commanded.

MOLTERE'S
LES PREOIEUSES ETDIOULES
J.
rejected lovers
Personnages
La Grange \
Du Oroisy
Gorgi"bus, "bon "bourgeois
Madelon, daughter of Gorgi'bus''
Cathos, niece of GorgilDus
Marotte, servant of Precieuses ridicules
Almanzor, lackey of Precieuses ridicules
Precieuses ridicules
The Marquis of Mascarille, valet of La Grange
The Viscount of Jordelet, valet of Du Oroisy
Two chairmen
NeighTx)rs
Violinists
The scene is at Paris in the house of Gorgi'bus,
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LES PKECIEUSES KCDIOULES
Scene I
La Grange, Du Crolsy
Da Croisy
Lord la Grange
. .
.
La Grange
TOiat?
Du Croisy
Look at me without laughing.
La Grange
Well?
IXi Croisy
"What have you to say a'bout our call? Are you well satisfied
with it.
La Grange
Do you think that we should t)e?
Du Croisy
Not exactly; to tell the truth.
La Grange
I confess that I am simply scandalized "by it. But tell me, did
you ever see two more conceited and haughty rustics than they are, oi
two men treated more contemptuously than we were? They could scarcelj/
make up their minds to offer us seats. I have never seen so much
whispering, so much yawning, so much ru'b'bing of eyes. They asked con-
stantly "Ihat time is it?" They answered only "yes" and "no" to everj
thing we said to them. You confess, donH you, that if we had "been

2the last persons in the world, they couldn't have treated us worse
than they did?
IXi Croisy
It seems to me that you take the affair very much to heart.
La Grange
Dou'btless, I do, and so much so that I want to revenge their
impertinence. I loiow why they scorned us. That air of a "precieux"
has not only infected Paris, "but it has also sjjread into the prov-
inces and these ridiculous wenches have received their share of it.
In short, they are a mixture of the "precieuse" and the coquette.
I see what must "be done to win their favor; if you will assist, we
will play a role which will make them see their folly and will teach
them to understand who we are.
Du Croisy
How will you do it?
La Grange
My valet, Mascarille ,"by name, passes for a kind of a wit in the
opinion of many, for, you know, tliere is nothing cheaper than a wit
of now-a-days. Some foolish person has given him the idea to pose as
a man of rank. Ordinarily he takes pride in his gallantry and his
poetry; and he scorns the other valets even to the point of calling
them coarse.
Da Croisy
Well. "What do you intend to do a"bout it?
La Grange
"What do I intend to do? I must...
But let^s leave the place first.

3Scene II
Gorgi"bus, Da Croisy, La Grange
Gorgi"bus
Well, have you seen my niece and my daughter? Everjrt}iing went
smoothly, I suppose, i/i/hat is the result of the call?
La Grange
They can tell you "better than we. All that we can say is that
we thank you for your favor and remain your humTDle servants.
Du Croisy
Your hum"ble servants.
Gorgilbus (alone)
Well, they don*t seem to go awajr satisfied. Why can they "be
discontented? I must find out. Here!
Scene III
Gorgilxis, Maroth
Marotte
What do you wish, sir?
Gorgi"bus
Where are your mistresses?
Marotte
In their room.
GorgiMs
What are they doing?
Marotte
Making an ointment for the lips.

4GorgilDus
They are carrying this sort of a thing too far. Tell them to
come down stairs, I "believe these silly girl^ v/ith their pommades
want to cause my destruction. All I see around this house iswhites of
eggs, virgin's milk and a thousand other drugs the names of which are
unknovvn to me
. Since we have "been here
,
they have made use of the lar(
.
from a'bout a doaen hogs, to say the least; and they use enough mutton
every day to satisfy the hunger of four valets.
Scene IV
MadeIon, Oathos, GorgilDus
Gorgi"bus
I presume it is very necessary indeed- for you to spend so much
money to grease your face. Just tell me v/hat you did to these gentle-
men whom I sav/ depart with such an air of indifference. DidQ*t I com- ;
mand you to receive them as persons whom I desired to Tdo your hus-
"bands?
JIadelon
Father, what opinion would you wish us to form of the ungentle-
manl3^ conduct of those people?
Oathos
Just tell me, uncle, how a sensilile girl could "be satisfied
with such as they are?
Gorgihue
What fault have you to find with thern?
MadeIon
How polite they are! Think of it I To "begin "by talking of
marriage the very first thing.

5Gtorgitfus
And what, pray - do irou want them to discuss? Marriage is a
topic v/hich ought to please "both of you as well as me.OouXd there Tae
anything more kindly than that? The sacred tie to which they are as-
piring is a testimony of the seriousness of their intentions.
MadeIon
Oh, father, how very vulgar it is in you to talk thus. I am
ashamed to hear you. You ought to learn more aristocratic manners,
Gorgi"bus
I am not interested in such nonsense. I repeat that matrimony
Ls a pure and sacred suhject, and one which it is Yery fitting to
liscuss.
Made Ion
Heavens I If everjr"body were like you, romance would soon "be at
an end. What a delightful circumstance it would "be if Cyrus married
iilandane the first thing; and if Clelie consented immediately to "be
&ronce»s wife I
Gorgi'bus
"What can she mean "by telling me all that?
JIadelon
Father, your niece,, who is here, will tell you as v/ell as I,
Ihdft marriage should follow the other circumstances. A lover, to "be
ittractive, must knov/ how to say "beautiful, sentimental things; must
itter sweet, tender and passionate words. His courtship must "be in
iue form. First of all, he must catch sight of the person of whom he
De comes enamoured, at church, out walking or at some pu"blic gathering
)r, indeed, "be led "by fate, to her home "by some relative or friend,
md come away from there dreamy and sad. For some time he conceals
lis ardor from the one whom he loves. He visits her and during these

6visits never fails to introduce a sulDject which v/ill give the mem-
"bers or the party aji opportunity to display their intelligence.
!Phe final day comes. The proposal should take place along some garden
path, a short distance away from the rest of the party; the lady in
question immediately "becomes angry, she "blushes and ends "by "banishing
the lover from her presence. And then he finds a means to appease her,
and accustoms her gradually to listening to his passion; and draws
from her that confession so hard to make. After this comes a series
of various circumstances; rivals, "bent upon securing her, thro?/ them-
selves across her path, the persecutions of the father, complaints,
jealosy, despair, the elopement and all that follows it. This is the
aristocratic manner of wooing, and these rules should not "be deviated
from. But to come point "blank to the mairriage without any love-making
,
that is putting the cart "before the horse. And indeed, nothing can "be
more ordinary than a like proceeding. The very thought of it makes
me sick at heart.
GorgilDus
What in the world is all this jargon a"bout? This is certainly
high style.
Oathos
Indeed, uncle, your daughter has spoken truthfully. Just tell
me how to receive persons who are so utterly "boorish. 1*11 wager that
they have never seen "la carte de tendre" and that "Billet-doux,
Petits-soins, Billets-galants and Jolis-vers" are unknom quantities
to them. Don't you see that they lack all this, and that their manner
isn't attractive at first sight? The idea of going courting dressed
in such clothes, a hat without plumes, ill-cut hair, and a coat void
of ri'b"bon decorations. What kind of lovers are those? "What meanness

|n their vestments and what dryness of conversation! It is unendural^le
I have also noticed that their neckties aren't the latest make and
their trousers are fully half a foot too short.
GorgiTDUs
Both of you certainly are crazy. I don't understand all of this
prattle. Oathos, and you, too, Madelon....
MadeIon
For mercy sake, father, rid yourself of these odd names, and
call us something else.
Gorgi"bus
What do you mean "by these odd naraes? Aren't they your iDaptismal'
names?
Madelon
Oh, how common you are! What surpi*ises me most of all is that
you could possi"bly have as intelligent a daughter as I. Did you
ever hear of the names Madelon and Oathos having "been used in the
highest literature? ¥on*t you admit that one of these alone would Ids
enough to decry the iDest novel in the world?
Oathos
It is true that these names do grate on a sensative ear. You
must admit that Polixine, which my cousin has chosen and AmijQte
which I have given myself, have a certain charm.
.
Gorgitjus
Listen to me; there is only one name which I will permit. I
won't listen to you "being called "bjr names other than those given yo\:|
"by your god-fathers and god-mothers. As for these gentlemen in ques-
tion, I knovz their families and their circumstances, and I insist
that you make up your minds to receive them for j^our hus"bands. I am

8tired of supporting you. The care of tv/o girls is too much of a "bur-
den for a man of my age.
Cathos
I have only one thing to say in my own defense , uncle , and that
is that I find matrimony a very disagreea"ble thing.
MadeIon
Permit us to see something of the life of Paris, where we have
so lately come. Let us weave the thread of our romance slowly, and
not hasten toward the conclusion of it so quickly.
Gorgihus (to himself)
They are certainly crazy; there is no douT)t of it. (aloud) There
is one thing more; I don't comprehend all of this nonsense, "but I
want to "be a"bsolute master here; and to put an end to all of this
kind of haranging, I say, that either you will "be maiT^ied TDefore
long, or, upon my word, "both of you v/ill "be put in a convent, I
swear it.
Scene V
Cathos, MadeIon
Oathos
Gracious, hov/ your father has allowed material things to pre-
dominate over the spiritual I How stupid his mind is! How clouded his
intellect I
^
MadeIon
My de£ir, h077 can I help it? He is a puzzle to me. I can
scarcely credit that I am his daughter, and I truly "believe that some
day some circumstance v/ill come to light which will prove a more
illustrious lineage for me.

9Cathos
It would seem so. There is every ap."oearance in the v/orld; as
for myself, when I consider also
Scene VI
Cathos, Madelon, Marotte
Marotte
A footman is "below; he asks if you are at home. He saya that
his master desires to come to see you.
Madelon
Will you, simpleton, ever learn to announce callers more aris-
tocratically? You should say: Here is an indispensilDle accessorjr who
asks if you are in a state of visilDility today.
Marotte
Heavens I I don't kno?/ Latin I have not learned like you have,
Cyrus* philosophy.
Madelon
You impudent girl I How can v;e stand that? Who is the caller?
Marotte
He called the Marqjuis Mascarille.
Madelon
Oh, cousin, A marquis I A marquis I Yes. Go tell him that we will
receive him. No douht he is some wit v7ho has heard of us.
Cathos
Certainly, dear.
Madelon
We must receive him in the dovmstairs reception room rather
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fehan in our room. Let's at least rearrange our hair a little, and
let's affirm our fame immedaitely. Quickly "bring me the consellor of
"beauty,
Marotte
Upon my v/ord! I don't know what kind of an animal that is. You
must talk christian if you want me to understand you.
Oathos
Bring us the mirror, you ignorant creature, and take care not
to soil the glass "by letting it reflect your Ovvn ima,ge. (They go out)
Scene VII
Mascarille, Tv/o Porters
Mascarille
Ho la! Porter, ho la I I "believe these knaves are intending to
kill me, "by the way they are dashing me against the walls and stones
First Chairman
Well, it is the fault of this narrow gate. You insist that we
"bring you clear in,
Mascarille
I should think so. You rascals, would you v/ant m to expose my
mass of plumes to the inclemencj^ of this rainy season and soil my
shoes in the mud? Hurry, take your chair aviray from here.
Second Chairman
Pay us, if you please, sir.
Mascarille
miat?
Second Chairman
I said, sir, please give us some money.
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Mascarille (giving hira a slap)
Hov/*s that, knave; you dare to ask money of a person of my rank
In life?
Second Chairman
Is that the way you pay poor servants? Does your ranlc supply us
with the means of existence?
Ivlascarille
Oh! I shall teach you to know yourself. These vaga"bonds dare to
defy me?
Pirst Chairman (taking out one of the
sticks from his chair)
Here, pay us quickly.
Mascarille
What?
First Chairman
I say that I want some pay immediately.
Mascarille
He is sensilole.
First Chairman
Quickly, then.
Mascarille
Well, you talk like a man, "but that other fellow is a rogue who
idoesn't knov/ 7/hat he is talking aTjout. Here, are you satisfied?
First Chairman
No, I'm not; you slapped my comrade and (raising his stick)
Mascarille
Gently! Here, take this for the slap. You can oMain everything
that I have if you go a^bout it in the right way. Come soon to take me
"back to the Louvre for the "Petit-Ooucher.
"
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Scene YIII
Marotte, Mascarille
Marotte
• Sir, my mistresses will "be down immediately.
Mascarille
Tell them to "be in no haste. I have a very comfortalDle place in
i7hich to await them.
Marotte
Here they are.
Scene IX
Madelon, Cathos, Mascarille, Almanzor
Mascarille (after having saluted them)
Ladies, you will douTDtless "be surprised "by the audacity of this
call, "but yoijr fame has caused this inopportune intrusion and merit
lias for me such pov/erful charms that I go in quest of it everywhere,
Madelon
If you are pursuing merit, you ought not to look for it in our
vicinity.
Oathos
To see any merit in our house jou must have "brought it here
yourself.
Mascarille
Ahl I protest against your words. Fame acknowledges rightly
when it tells of your worth. You will nonplus the worthiest people in
Paris
.
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MadeIon
You are somewhat too free with your praises. Wy cousin and I
will take care not to take your flattery seriously.
Oathos
My dear, we must have some chairs.
MadeIon
Alraanzor.
Almanzor
Madame?
Madelon
Quickly, roll up here some conveniences of conversation.
l-lascarille
I wonder if there is any safety here for me.
(Almanzor goes out.)
Cathos
"What are you afraid of?
Mascarilie
Some theft of my heart, some assassin of my independence. I see
here eyes v/hich have an evil look, capaTjle of injuring liberty and
treating a heart cruelly. You ask how? Pirst when you approach them
they maintain a sweet reserve. Upon my word, I am distrustful of them.
ii
I shall either hasten away or insist upon some generous guarantee
that they do me no harm.
Madelon
My dear, he is a playi\il character.
Oathos
I see plainly that he is an Amilcar.
II,
14
Madelon
Fear not; our eyes have no malicious designs; you can rest as-
sured of their honesty,
Cathos
I "beg you, sir, don*t "be unrelenting to the arm-chair which has
been ready to receive for a guarter of an hour. Satisfy it "by the
desire that it has to em^brace you.
Mascarille
(After having com'bed his hair and adjusted his glasses and
seated himself corafortaTDly.
)
Well, ladies, what think you of Paris?
Madelon
Alas I What could we think of it? It would "be contrary to all
[reason, not to confess that Paris is the seat of everything that is
wonderful, the centre of good taste, of wit and of gallantry.
Mascarille
My own opinion is that outside of Paris there is no salvation
for decent people.
Cathos
That cannot "be denied.
Mascarille
It is somewhat muddy here, TDut we have sedan chairs.
Iiladelon
The sedan chair is a wonderful protection from the insults of
mud, and "bad weather.
Mascarille
Do you receive many callers? What wits are among them?
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MadeIon ,
Alas! We are as yet uiiknovm. But we are in a fair way to "be-
come known soon. A particular friend has promised to "bring here all
of those gentlemen who figure in the choice extracts from the works
of fine minds.
Cathos
I
And also ceDrtain others whom we are told, are sovereign judges
of excellent spirits*
Mascarille
I can do it for you "better than any one else, for all of them
pay me visits. Never get up in the morning without a dozen men of
wit around me.
MadeIon
Indeed, we will "be very grateful to you if you do that kind-
ness for us, for, in fact, one must he acquainted with all of these
gentlemen, if one v/ould helong to high life. They set one's reputa-
tion going in Paris. One single visit from such as they, you know,
v;ould establish a person's reputation. But what I consider especial-
ly important, is that hy means of these visits from intellectual
persons, you can learn a hundred things which you must know, and
which are the essence of all wit . Through this means, you can he
informed each day of all society nev;s and keep in touch with the
literary productions. You know in the nick of time: that this person
has composed the prettiest piece in the world on such and such a
suhject; that another has set the words to music; another has compos
ed a madrigal with some enjoyahle event as its theme; another a few
verses ahout some faithless lover; yesterday evening mister so and
so, wrote a poem of six verses to miss so and so, and she sent hack
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the response at eight this morning; such an author has conceived of
such a plan; still another is on; the third portion of his novel;
I
another is sending his vrarks to the press. That is what gives you
'some standing in society. If you are ignorant of these things, I
would not give a cent for all of the intelligence you may have.
Oathos *
Really, I think it extremely ridiculous for a person to pride
himself upon "being a wit, and not to know even the very smallest
quatrain which is composed each day. I should "be very much ashamed if
I were asked a"bout something new which I had not seen.
Mascarille
It really is disgraceful not to keep up with the latest pix)duc-
tions. But don't you worry, for I intend to esta'blish an"academie" ot
men of wit at your house, and I assure you that there will not "be a '
verse of poetry in Paris, which you will not know "by heart "before any
one else. Such as I am, I dip into it myself when I take the notion.
You will see my compositions circulating through all the streets of
I
Paris: tv/o hundred songs, as many sonnets, 400 epigrammes; more than
jlOOO madrigals, without counting the enigmas and pen-portraits.
MadeIon
I am sinrply v/ild over pen-portraits, nothing is in such good
taste.
Mascarille
Pen-portraits are difficult to compose; they require profound
thinking. You will see some in my style of writing that will please
you.
Cathos
I am very fond of enigmas.
/
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Mascarille
They drill the mind. Just this morning I made four, v/hich I
shall give to you to guess.
MadeIon
Madrigals are delightful v;hen they are v;ell made.
Mascarille
I am especially talented in that line. I am working to put all
of the Eoman history in madrigals.
MadeIon
Surely, that will "be the height of perfection. I will engage at
least one copy of it, if you have it printed.
Mascarille
I promise each of you a copy and in the "best of "binding. It is
"below my ordinary rank of vDriting, "but I am composing it only to
satisfy the "booksellers who are tormenting me so.
MadeIon
What a great pleasure it must "be to see one*s works printed.
Mascarille
Of course it is. But, "by the way, I must tell you an extempora-
neous composition, v/hich I composed yesterday at the house of a
duchess, a friend of mine on v/hom I was calling, for I am especially
clever in impromptus.
Cathos
Aq impromptu is exactly the touch-stone v/hich I delight in.
Mascarille
Please "be attentive.
MadeIon
We are all attention.
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Iiiascarille
OhI I was careless
Thinking no ill, while I gaze at you.
You secretly ro"b me of my heart.
Stop thief: Stop thief! Stop thief*
Cathos
Gracious I That is the height of gallantry.
Mascarille
Everything that I do has a chivalorous air: that doesn^t indi-
cate a pedant.
MadeIon
you are far from "being one.
Mascarille
Did you notice this "beginning; Oh, oh. It is something extraor-
dinary. Oh, oh, like a man who remera"bers suddenly. Oh, oh, the sur-
prise
.
MadeIon
Yes, I thirik it wonderful,
Mascarille
Yet it, doesn't seem like anything much.
Cathos
Gracious, v/hat are you saying? It contains priceless gems.
MadeIon
To "be sure, I v/ould rather have composed that "Oh! Oh!? than an
epic poem,
Mascarille
Zounds! You have excellent taste.
MadeIon
I thiiik my taste isn't entirely "bad
.
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Mascarille
But don't you admire, too, the expression "I wasn't aware of
that" ? "I wasn't aware of that" the natural way of saying "I dida't
know of that. ""While thinking no evil means while innocent as a laml),
without any thought of malice, "I look at you?, that is to say "I enjoy
thinking of you, looking at you, meditating a'bout you.". "Your eye
stealthily"; What do you think of this word "stealthily". Isn't it a
well chosen one?
Catho
s
Indeed it is,
Mascarille
"Stealthily, stealthily". The word reminds me of a cat coming
to catch a mouse.
MadeIon
Nothing could "be "better.
Mascarille
"Bolis me of my heart" means carries it away from me, roTDS me
of it. "Stop, thief, stop thiefI" wouldn't you say that it is a man
running after a thief to have him arrested? "Stop, thief I Stop, thief"
Madelon
It must "be confessed that it has a witty and elegant turn of
style
.
Mascarille
Let me show you the tune to which I have set it,
Cathos
Do you knov; music?
Mascarille
I ? Not at all.

Oathos
Why, how then can this iDe?
Mascarille
Learned people know everything without having to iDe taught.
MadeIon
Assuradely, cousin.
Mascarille
See if you like this air; Hem, la, la, la, etc. This severe
weather has almost ruined my delicate voice. But what is the difYer-
ence. It is free and easy. (He sings.)
Oh I Oh: I wasn't aware of it. .
Oathos
What an effective air. Don*t you feel as if you were passing
away with it?
MadeIon
It is so chromatic.
Mascarille
Don't you think the music to "Stop, thief I" is expressed well? i
It is as if one were calling out more loudly "Stop, thief! " etc, and,
then suddenly as if out of "breath, "Stop, thief!"
MadeIon
To have composed this you must know everything. It is indeed,
wonderful. Both the music and the words enrapture me.
Oathos
I have never heard anything to compare with it.
Mascarille
It comes perfectly natural to me, I do it without any study
whatever.
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MadeIon
Nature has treated you as a truly devoted mother. You are its
spoiled child,
Mascarille
What do you do to while away your time?
Cathos
Nothing at all.
MadeIon
Until now we have had no diversion.
Mascarille
May I accompany you to the theatre some day? I should enjoy it I
especially since d new piece is to lie played and I should he glad if
we might see it together.
MadeIon
¥e can't refuse this invitation.
Mascarille
But I will ask you to applaud in fine style while there for I 1
have promised to praise up the piece. Only this morning the author
came again to ask the favor. It is customary here for authors to
"bring their new pieces to people of our rank to o"btain our opinion as
to their heauty, and therehy, have their reputation esta"blished.
And, indeed, when we make a statement, do you think the pit dares to :
contradict us? I am very exact in this matter 7/hen I promise a poet
that I will, I keep continually crying; "Here is something praise-
worthy. " even l^efore the lights are turned on.
MadeIon
Tell me no more. What a delightful place Paris is. A hundred
things occur here every day of which the inhabitants of the provinces
know nothing; hov/ witty one might he.
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Oathos
Enough I Now that you have told us, we will do our duty and
applaud properly all that will "be said,
Mascarille
I do not knovT whether I am "being deceived, "but I imagine that
you have composed some comedy.
MadeIon
Perhaps, that might "be.
Mascarille
Well, we certainly must see it. Between us, I have written one
which I intend to put on the stage.
Oathos
To what comedians will you give it?
Mascarille
Great need to ask that I To great comedians, of course. Only
they can give it its fall worth. The rest are ignorant and recite
like people talk. They don't knov; how to declaim the verses; they do
not pause in the fine places. How are we to recognize the "beautiful
verses, if the comedian doesn't pause long enough to let us know
that it is the proper time for a "burst of applause?
Oathos
Beally, it is the way of making the audience feel the strength
of the work. Things are worth only what people make them,
Mascarille
"What do you think of my ornaments of dress? Do you think they
harmonize with the coat?
Oathos
Perfectly,
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Mascar11le
Does the rilDlDon match?
MadeIon
Wonderfulljr well. It is a real Perdrigeon,
Mascarille
How a'bout my trousers?
MadeIon
Excellent.
Mascarille
I can at least "boast that they are much wider than the present
style
,
MadeIon
I must confess that I have never seen anv one so elegantly
attired.
Mascarille
Just inhale the perfume of these gloves.
MadeIon
It has a delightful odor.
Catho
s
I never smelled a "better one,
Mascarille
And this, too. (He offers them a powdered wig to smell)
MadeIon
Of the "best guality. The head is delightfully affected "by it.
Mascarille
You haven't mentioned my feathers. How do they suit you?
Cathos
Extremely "beautiful.
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Mascarllie
Would you ImagirLB that the "bunch cost me a gold louis? I have
a mania ordinarily for v/anting the most beautif\il of all things.
MadeIon
I assure you that we can sympathize v*rith each other. I am very
fond of wearing delicate and dainty apparel, I even Insist that m^r
hose "be of the T3est make.
Mascarille (crying out "brusnuely)
OhI Ohl Gentl3''. Heavens, ladies, it isn't fair to act thus. I
oliject. It isn't fair.
Oathos
"What is it? ¥hat is the matter v/ith you?
Mascarille
"What? Both of you attack my heart at the same time, first on
the right, then on the left. It is contrary to civil law. The party
isn't equal. I will cry "Murder!"
Oathos
I must copjfess that he says things in a way quite original.
MadeIon
He has a wonderful turn to his wit.
Oathos
You are more frightened than hurt. Your heart cries out "before
it is scorched.
Mascarille
Heavens! I am scorched from head to foot.

S6
Scene X
Oathoa, Madelon, Mascarille, Marotte
Marotte
You have a caller, ma* am.
Madelon
Who is it?
Viscount Jordelet,
Viscoimt Jordelet?
Yes, sir.
Do you knoviT him?
Marotte
Mascarille
Marotte
Cathos
Mascarille
He is my 'best friend.
Madelon
Bring him in immediately.
Mascarille
It is some time since we have seen each other. This accident
delights me,
Oathos
Here he is.
Scene XE
Oathos, Madelon, Jordelet, Mascarille, Marotte, Almanzor
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Mascarille
Ah I Viscount I
Jordelet (They emlDrace each other)
Ah I Marquis!
Mascarille
How happy I am to meet you.
Jordelet
What joy to see you here.
Mascarille
Kiss me again, I "beg.
Madelon (to Oathos)
My dearest, our fame is spreading. People of fashion are findr
ing a way to come to see us,
Mascarille
Ladies, may I present this gentleman to you? Believe me, he is
worthy of your acquaintance,
Jordelet
It is right that we render homage to you. Your charms are so
far superior to others.
Madelon
You are flattering us "beyond reason.
Oathos
This must truly "be recorded as a happy day for us.
Madelon (To Alraanzor)
Oome, simpleton, mast I keep constantly repeating the same
thing? Don't you see that another chair is needed?
Mascarille
Don't "be surprised at the viscount's appearance. He has recent-
ly recovered from an Illness which has left him very pale you notice.
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. Jordelet
It results from nights spent at the court and the fatigues of
v/ar.
Mascarille
Ladies, do you know that you see "before you one of the "brave
men of the century? He is truly courageous.
Jordelet
You are a match for me, Marquis. We are av/are of your alDility^
too.
Mascarille
We occasionally encounter each other in our works.
Jordelet
In some instances the discussion is a very heated one, too.
I^scarille( Looking at Madelon and
Cathos
)
But not so much so as the one we just had.
Jordelet
We "became acquainted in the army. When we first met, he was in
command of a cavalry regiment on the galleys of Malta, .
Mascarille
That is true; nevertheless you were in the service in that
capacity "before I was, I remem"ber that I was only a su"b-officer still,
when you were in command of a thousand horse.
Jordelet
War is, indeed, a fine thing; "but, today, the court remunerates
very slightly those who have served as we have.
Mascarille
Por that reason I want to lay "by my sword.
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Cathos
I am wonclerf\illy fond of military men.
lladelon
I like them, too, "but I want their scholarly a'biliti?- to over-
balance their "bravery,
Mascarille
Viscount, do you remem"ber that half-moon that we overcame at
the seige of Arras?
Jordelei/
"What do you mean "by saying a half-moon? It v/as a whole moon,
Mascarille
I "believe you are rignt.
Jordelet
I certainly ought to remem"ber it, I v/as wounded in the leg with
a shell and I "bear the proof of it still. Just feel, please. You will!
understand what a "blow it was,
Oathos (After having touched the spot)
It is true; the scar is a larc<e one.
Mascarille
Just give me your hand and feel this one right on the "back -of
my head. Do you feel it?
MadeIon
Yes, I feel something.
Mascarille
It is a musket-shot which I received during my last campaign,
Jordelet
(Laying "bare his "breast)
Here is another "ball that pierced me through and through in the
attack of Gravellnes.
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ICascarille (Putting his hand to his "belt;
I will show you a frightful scar.
MadeIon
It is unnecessarjr. We "believe it without looking at it,
Mascarille
They are marks of honor which reveal our true character,
Cathos
We do no^" dou'bt your greatness.
Jiascarille
Yiscount, is your carriage outside?
Jordelet
miy?
liascarille
By way of entertainment, we might take the ladies for a drive.
MadeIon
We couldn't go today,
Mascarille
Let us have some violin music for dancing, then.
Jordelet
Well, hai)py thought.
MadeIon
We will consent to that; "but v;e must have some more people,
Mascarille
Here 1 Champagne
,
Picard, Bourguignon, Oascaret, Basque, le Ver-
dure, Lorrain, Provensal, le VioletteJ Where on earth are all of the
lackeys? I don't "believe that there is a more neglected gentleman in
all !France than I am. Those rascals are alviays leaving me alone.
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Made Ion
Almanzor, tell this gentleman's servants to "bring some violins;
"bring in the neigh"bors to increase the numl)er for our "ball.
(He goes out)
Mascarille
Viscount, what do you think of those eyes,
Jordelet
What do you think yourself?
Mascarille
I think that we will not leave here alive. I am receiving great
shocks and my heart is held "by a single thread.
MadeIon
How natural is everything he says. He expresses things so
charmingly.
CJathos
He is truly lavish with his wit.
Mascarille
To show you that I am sincere, I wish to give you an inipromptu.
(He meditates) I
Cathos
I say, I do wish that we might have something that has "been
written a"bout us,
Jordelet
I should enjoy doing so, "but I find my poetic vein a little
exhausted on account of the numerous "bleedings v/hich I have suffered
during the past days.
Mascarille
What in the world is the matter with me? I can compose the
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first verse all right, "but I find difficulty with the others. Upon my
word! I am in too much of a hurry. At leisure I will write an im-
promptu which v/ill please you immensely.
Jordelet
He has the wit of a genius.
MadeIon
Aad of a galant of superior cast.
Mascarille
Say, Viscount, you haven't seen the Oountess for a long time,
have you?
Jordelet
I haven't called upon her for more than three weeks.
Mascarille
Did you know that the duke came to see me this morning? He
wanted to take me to the country to hunt deer with him.
Madelon
Here come our friends.
Scene XII
Lucile, Celimene, Oathos, Madelon, Mascarille, Jordelet,
Marotte, Almanzor, Violins
Madelon
Gracious, Liy dears, we TDeg your pardon. These gentlemen desiredt-
to dance so we sent for you to help make up a parti?".
Lucile
Many thanks, to "be sure.
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Mascarille
This Is only a hastily arranged "ball, "but some day we v/ill give
you one according to the latest fashion. Have the musicians come?
Almanzor
Yes, sir, they are here.
Oathos
Come, dears, take your places.
Mascarille
(Dancing alone as if to a prelude)
La, la, la, etc
MadeIon
lhat an elegant figure he makes.
Oathos
He appears to dance so gracefully.
Mascarille
(Having taken MadeIon to dance)
My freedom can dance the courant as well as my feet. Get the
violins in tune. Oh, you ignorant people I We can not dance to that
music. The dickens I Can't you play in tune? La, la, la, la. Go on,novi"
You are certainly country fiddlers I
Jordelet (Dancing)
Here I Don't urge on the musicians too much, for remem"ber that I
am just recovering from an illness.
Scene XIII
Du Croisy, La Grange, Oathos, Madelon, Lucile, Oelimene,
Jordelet, Mascarille, Marotte, Violins
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La Grange (A stick in his hands)
Ahl You rascals. What are you doing here? We have "been search-
ing for you for three hours,
Mascarille (Feeling some "blows)
Heavens! You did not say that I was to get a "beating.
Jordelet
Heavens!
La Grange
You are a fine one, you wretch, to try to set yourself up for
a man of rank!
Du Croisy
Here is something that will teach you to understand who you are'.
Scene XIY
Oathos, Madelon, Lucile, Celimene, Mascarille Jordelet,
Marotte, Violins
Madelon
Pray, what does this mean?
Jordelet
It is a wager.
Oathos
What! To allow yourself to "be heaten in this manner.
Mascarille
Gracious! I didn't pay any attention to it; for I am quick-
tempered and would fly into a terri"ble passion.
Madelon
How can you tolerate an insult like that in our presence?
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Mascarllie
(That is nothing. Let us finish the dance. ¥e have knovm each
3ther for a long time, and friends never "become angry over such
trifles.
Scene XV
Du Oroisy, La Grange, Madelon, Oathos, Celimene, Lacile,
Mascarille, Jordelet, Marotte, Violins
La Grange
Upon ray word, you v/ill not laugh at us
,
you rascals. Here,
some' in. (Three or four fighters enter.)
Madelon
What do you mean "by so "boldly coming in and distur"bing our
fiouse?
Du Croisy
Do you think, ladies, that we will suffer our lackeys to "be
better received than we? ¥ill we permit them to make love to you at
Dur expense, and give you a iDall?
Madelon
Your lackeys?
La Grange
Yes, our lackeys. It is neither kind nor ladylike for you to
3ntice them as you have done,
Madelon
Oh heavens I "What insolence!
La Grange
¥ell they will not make use of my clothes an:" more to facinate
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jrou. If you intend to love tliem, upon my word, it will "be for their
beautiful eyes. Quickly, pull off their clothing immediately,
Jordell
,
Farewell, my finery.
Mascarille
GoodlDy to the marguisate and viscoujitship.
Du Croisy
Ah I rascals J You have had the audacity to imitate us. You will
have to find some other way of pleasing your "beautiful ladies. I
assure you of that.
La arange
It is too much to supplant us and. to do it with our own clothes,
Mascarille
Oh fortune I How fickle thou art I
Du Croisy
Quickly, disroT^e them.
La Grange
Have all of these traps taken off. Hurry. Now, ladies. In the
condition in which you see them, you can continue your lovemaking
with them as long, as you please. We give you entire li"berty and we
assure you, my friend and I, that we shall not loe jealous in the
least.
Oathos
Oh! IfJhat a confusion.
MadeIon
I am "bursting with vexation.
One of the violinists to Mascarille
How a"bout this? "Which of you will pay us?
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Mascarille
Ask the Viscount.
One of the violinists to Jordelet
Which of you will give us our pay?
Jordelet
Ask the Marquis.
Scene TTL
Gorgi^bus, MadeIon, Cathos, Jordelet, Mascarille, Violinists
GorgilDus
Well, you hussies, you have gotten me into a fine quarrel.
I see. I have just heard of the actions of those men who are going
out of here.
MadeIon
Oh, father, they have plajred us a cruel trick.
Gorgi"bus
Yes, it is a cruel trick, "but one which is the result of your
impertinence, you wretches. They have resented the treatment which
you gave them, and nevertheless, unhappy as I am, I must "bear the
insult.
MadeIon
I swear that we shall have vengeance or that I shall perish in
the attempt. You vaga"bonds, do you dare to stay here after your
insolence?
Mscarille
Treat a marquis like that? That is the way of the world.
The least disfavor makes us scorned "by those who cherished us. Come,
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n
comrade, let us go to search for happiness elsewhere; I see that
they care only for vain appearances here and that hare virtue itself
is not considered, (Both go out.)
Scene X?II
Gorgihus, Madelon, Cathos, Violinists
One of the violinists
Sir, we understand that you, instead of them , will pay us for
our music,
Gorgihus . (Beating them)
Oh, yes, I will pay you. And you, you hussies. I don't know
what keeps me from doing the same to you. We will TDe the laughing-
stock of every"body. This is the result of your extravagant notions.
Go, rascals, go hide yourselves forever. (Alone.) And you who have
"been the cause of their folly, their nonsense, mischievous amusements
of idle minds, "books, poetry, songs, sonnet and "sonnettes" go to
the deuce I
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